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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
 

 

61st ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  

 

 

 

Notice is hereby given that the 61st Annual General Meeting of members of Umina Surf Life Saving Club Inc. will 

be held at Umina Surf Life Saving Club House, 509 Ocean Beach Rd, Umina Beach on Sunday 25 July 2021 at 2.00 

pm. 

BUSINESS 

1. To confirm the Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting. 

 

2. To deal with any business arising out of such Minutes. 

 

3. To deal with any relevant correspondence. 

 

4. To receive and adopt the Annual Report and Financial Statement. 

 

5. To deal with any Motions of which due notice has been given. 

 

6. To elect Directors of the Club for the 2021-2022 Season. 

 

7. General Business of an Urgent Nature. 

 

Please Note: The Chairman has the right to vary the order of the meeting. 

 

Only current Financial Members from 2020/2021 are entitled to vote at the Annual General Meeting.   New 

members are not entitled to vote at the AGM but can attend meetings. 

Renewal of Membership will take place from 12pm to 2pm or prior via gateway. These renewals will be 

ratified by the Board at the first meeting of the new executive term. 

 

Information and nomination forms can be downloaded from the Web site:  www.uminaslsc.org.au or by 

contacting Administration at admin@uminaslsc.org.au. 

Written nominations must be received by the Director of Administration or club office 

at admin@uminaslsc.org.au on or before 14th July 2021 

 

Jenni Darwin- Director of Administration 

 

http://www.uminaslsc.org.au/
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OFFICE BEARERS 2020-2021 
 

Umina SLSC Directors  

President Stephen Scahill 

Director of Administration Jenni Darwin 

Director of Finance Nicolien Yates 

Director of Lifesaving Paul Sharpe 

Director of Surf Sports Brett Harrod 

Director of Education Jarryd Edmonds 

Director of Junior Activities Skye Marshall 

Director of Facilities Stuart Graf 

  

  

 

Management Team  

IRB Officer Jimmy Irwin 

Water Safety Simon Darwin 

Bar Manager Marty Smith/Bill Cook 

Communications  

Boat Captain Grant Stringer 

Gear Steward-Lifesaving  

Gear Steward-Competition  

WHS Officer  

Social Committee Lauren Summerhayes 

Public Relations-Sponsorship  

Publicity Officer  

Membership Coordinator Christine Lavers/Jane Ritson 

First Aid Officer Bob Powell 

Ski Captain Mick Magurren 

Board Captain Steven Murphy 

Carnival Organiser  

Competition Officer Jan Harding 

Uniform Officer Kylie Lawrence 

Officials Coordinator Wendy Cook 

Surf Coach-Opens Trevor Gee 

Surf Coach-Juniors Mick Magurren 

Masters Coach Rick Boylan 

R&R Coach  

March Past Coach Ian Lawrence 

Duke Of Edinburgh Lyndi Leggett/Mollie Murphy 

Rookie Coordinator Deb Scahill 

Member Protection Officer Julie Fayers 



 

 

TEAM MANAGERS-JUNIOR ACTIVITES 
 

 

Umina SLSC   

Under 14 Club Captains Sienna Scahill 

Club Photographer Steve James 

Honorary Legal Advisor Tonkin Drysdale & Associates 

Honorary Auditors Fortunity 

Patron Lance Clarke 

Club Chaplain Arthur Pearce 

  

  

  

  

Junior Activities Team-U6-Opens  

JAC Skye Marshall 

U15-Open   Harold Marshall 

  

U14 Age Manager Jenni Darwin 

U14 Age Secretary Diona Forlee 

U13 Age Manager Mike Jordan 

U13 Age Secretary Gary Wilson 

U12 Age Manager Stephen Scahill 

U12 Age Secretary Viki Dickinson 

U11 Age Manager Tim Leggett 

U11 Age Secretary Shane Hoyland/Mollie Murphy 

U10 Age Manager Steve James 

U10 Age Secretary Amanda Griffith 

U9 Age Manager Ian Lawrence 

U9 Age Secretary Mick Magurren/Abbey Cameron 

U8 Age Manager Scott Micallef 

U8 Age Secretary Julia Rologas 

U7 Age Manager Steve Hopley 

U7 Age Secretary Ebony Rayner/Ellena Grey 

U6 Age Manager Rob McLeod 

U6 Age Secretary Maddison McLeod/Davara Marshall 
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UMINA SLSC- LIFE MEMBERS 
 

MEMBERS LOUNGE 

Graham Armstrong Gordon Ferguson Jim Murphy (Dec.) 

Kerry Armstrong Smith Greg (Kelly) Glew Eric Murphy 

Audrey Brown Jan Harding Barry Nicholas (Dec.) 

Dennis Coffey (Dec.) Phillip Harding Ken Nowland (Dec.) 

Mick Coffey (Dec.) Brett Harrod Brian Pickering 

Alan Cook Kevin Healey (Dec) John Sharpe O.A.M 

Wendy Cook Robert Langford John Slattery (Dec.) 

William (Bill) Cook O.A.M Christine Lavers Wilfred Ward (Dec.) 

Daniel Cunningham Gary Matthews Andrew Wing 

Gordon Dickson Alan McDougall (Dec) Carl Krucler 

Tom Faulkner (Dec) Peter Morgan Garry Mensforth 

Robert Powell Paul Sharpe   
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LIFE MEMBERSHIP I PAUL SHARPE 

 

Paul’s nomination for Life 

membership should be noted 

that Paul when President for the 

first period was tireless in his 

efforts in delivering the NSW 

Surf Lifesaving Championships 

held on our beach as well 

providing assistance to our 

conjoined club Ocean Beach for 

the duration of the titles. 

  

His passion for lifesaving events, 

first aid, Patrol competition, 

champion lifesaver has been 

recognized not only through 

results, but by SLSNSW and 

SLSA by the continuance go 

those organizations requesting he’s presence to be a leading official in both the NDSW and Australian Surf 

Lifesaving championship 

  

As an active lifesaver Paul has been a patrol captain and patrolling member for 18 years, he has led by example 

with an uncompromising requirement for improvement from all in his whilst being able to mentor and motivate 

his colleagues to be better lifesavers themselves. 

  

He currently is the SLSCC Branch Duty officer, he has been involved in numerous rescues, some successful, others 

not quite so, but even in those situations mentored his younger colleagues through the process of understanding 

and dealing with the fact that as lifesavers we can’t be everywhere, every time. 

  

Paul has also been active in other aspects of the club, being on the organizing committee of the club golf day, the 

organizing committee of the sportsman's lunch raising thousands of dollars for club use to working with others 

running raffles through the caravan park. 

  

Paul’s greatest achievement to date has been his ability to lead the Lifesaving side of our club, our core business, 

the development of outstanding patrol teams, a culture of professionalism amounts to active members and to 

have been able to lead this club to have the best Surf Life Saving Patrols on the Central Coast. 

 

Congratulations Paul on being awarded Life Membership of Umina SLSC 2020. 
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PRESIDENT I STEPHEN SCAHILL 
 

The 2020-21 season offered us an array of new challenges as record numbers visited our beach. 

 

Whilst we have many things to celebrate an absolute highlight was Paul Sharpe being recognised as a Life Member 

of our club. Paul’s involvement and contribution to the club speaks for itself and it was a fitting tribute for Paul to 

be acknowledged as our latest Life Member. Paul’s sacrifice in terms of hours contributed to the club is 

unparalleled and this recognition reflects not only on Paul but also his family who have rather selflessly allowed 

Paul the opportunity to pursue his passion in surf lifesaving.  

 

We began the season on the back of Umina SLSC being recognised as the Central Coast Club of the Year for the 

third successive year and the NSW Club of the Year for the second year in a row. In addition, a patrol from Umina 

was awarded the NSW Patrol of the Year for the third year in a row - a great sign that our club’s primary 

responsibility of keeping our beach safe remained our priority. 

 

We also began with a great deal of uncertainty about what our patrols would look like and how we would navigate 

the challenges of Covid. Fortunately, and with some additional precautions, we were able to patrol our beach in a 

fairly familiar fashion. This was very important given the influx of visitors and day-trippers to our beach as Sydney 

residents in particular looked for leisure options closer to home and not surprisingly the wonderful beach and 

environment we all get to enjoy became even more popular. 

 

All of our patrolling members must be congratulated on the way they managed the increased numbers and the 

diligence displayed in patrolling our beach. We are very fortunate to be led by an exceptional group of Patrol 

Captains and I know they feel very supported and confident in the ability of our Life Savers.  

 

A concern heading into the season was how we could run a Nippers program given the high numbers of nippers 

particularly in the younger age groups. Great credit must be given to Skye Marshall who designed a plan of staging 

start times for our different age groups to avoid the congestion that usually occurs at nippers which would not 

have been in the spirit of social distancing and keeping the community safe during this Covid period. Despite the 

challenges we faced, our Nipper participation actually grew this past season and this is a tremendous credit to 

Skye and her team of Age Managers who offer such great support and care for the nippers coming through. 

 

It is also very pleasing to see the increased retention we are having with our Nippers transitioning into Rookies on 

patrol. Whilst Nippers has a strong sporting emphasis, the core purpose is to help develop future Life Savers. It is 

very pleasing to see the impact of our Rookies patrolling our beach, not only in number but in quality. This year 

alone we have had a number of Rookies involved in rescues which speaks to the confidence and training they have 

received through the education programs led by Jarryd and Pam Edmonds but also the skills they have developed 

through our Nippers program. 

 

We must also make mention of future Rookie, 12 year old Nipper Lachlan Muldrock who was awarded the NSW 

Rescue of the Month in September for a rescue he conducted outside of patrol hours whilst doing some extra 

training on his nipper board. A talented young surf athlete, Lachie witnessed two children swept out in a rip and 

paddled over to rescue one of the kids, whilst his uncle who was surfing with Lachie rescued the other.  

 

This is an extraordinarily proud moment for our club and the Muldrock family. 

 

As always there have been some wonderful individual contributions to our club and great thanks goes to Jenni 

Darwin for her tireless work as our Director of Administration. Jenni’s role is so broad in scope and Jenni’s 

contribution goes well beyond this as she is deeply invested in all aspects of our club from lifesaving, operations, 

sport, to social aspects and member welfare.  
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Our Senior Presentation provided the opportunity to recognise some other great contributions to our club with 

some of our major awards including Kai Darwin, Young Volunteer of the Year, Jack Wiseman-Young Young Life 

Saver of the Year and Matt Fearnley our Life Saver of the Year. 

 

This year was also the first time we have introduced the “Members Choice” award which offers all members of the 

club the opportunity to nominate a peer they feel should be recognised. It was very fitting that Rob McLeod who 

has had a sustained and wide-ranging impact on our club was our inaugural winner. 

 

Our Volunteer of the Year award went to Harold Marshall. Harold’s influence on the club is as broad as it is 

impactful. Harold has done everything from donating his time to provide musical entertainment to patrons at 

Friday Socials, to negotiating multiple sponsorship deals which includes a 3-year partnership with United Service 

Station which will begin next year. Harold regularly jumps in as an emcee at club functions and has gone on to 

commentate at both state and national events. But what really makes his contribution so special is that in addition 

to the high-profile roles he plays, Harold is also the person that sets up the tents on the beach whilst the sun is 

still rising. He is the person that sets up and often packs up the club after use. When we host a carnival, Harold is 

the first one there to ensure our club presents as well organised. It is truly rare for an individual to cover as much 

ground as Harold does and it was completely unsurprising that he went on to win the Central Coast Volunteer of 

the Year at the SLSCC Awards of Excellence. 

 

Harold was joined by Kai Darwin, Jimmy Irwin and Paul Sharpe who represented the club proudly as reward 

recipients at a Branch level from the past season. 

 

Thank you to all our members, in particular those that continue to keep our beach safe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Huge thanks to Ettalong Diggers CEO Bill Jackson, Club Chairman John Wood (pictured) and the Board of 

Directors for the presentation of our cheque to Umina SLSC President Stephen Scahill. 
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DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION I JENNI DARWIN 
 

It has been another really busy year for Administration and Member Services.  My thanks goes to Jane in the 

office and Christine Lavers who does an enormous amount of admin work behind the scenes.   

Administration 

Registrations were again fully online. We had several planning meeting beforehand to tackle it and whilst it was 

not perfectly smooth getting everyone to do online rego, we did improve on previous years and we continue to 

review our processes to make the whole thing more seamless for our members. All is dependent on surfguard 

changes and updates but as a team we have put in some input in areas within the system that need improving 

that has been passed onto SLSA. 

With our Functions Manager caught overseas and unable to return to Australia for several months due to Covid 

travel restrictions, Jane has taken on much of the burden of functions and it is to her credit that we have been 

able to keep the wheels turning in the functions space. 

Another challenge from Covid was the uncertainty that it brought around hiring the venue, using the space, 

booking members into carnivals etc. – its been a challenging year for admin in this regard. 

Our push to become paperless continues, with growing usage by the board of our Microsoft 365 platform and 

sharepoint file storage. The goal is to eliminate paper at meetings in the future and we are making small gains in 

this area using these cloud based platforms. 

We were once again 100% compliant in all our governance and compliance requirements, submitting all our 

documentation and legal paperwork correctly and on time to various governing bodies, the ACNC and SLSA / 

SLSNSW.  We continue to strive for excellence in this area and maintain good governance at all levels. 

Member Services 

Member Protection and Safeguarding 

Our safeguarding policy continues to be a standing agenda item at our meetings, placing it at the forefront of 

discussions to ensure we are adhering to child protection standards. All our age managers are now fully qualified 

in the system, meaning we are fully compliant in our child to age manager ratios and all our members 

volunteering or working in child related roles have had Working with Children Check clearance. 

Our member protection team continues to work in the back ground, looking after member welfare as well as 

managing grievances.  A special mention must go to our Club Chaplain who has been so responsive when 

requested to touch base with members after critical incidents, or just who may have had something happen that 

they need support with. Thank you to Arthur for his unfailing patience and commitment in the face of many 

phone calls he receives from me asking for his assistance in this member welfare space. We are truly lucky to 

have him in our club.  My thanks also extends to SLS NSW and Stacey Dunn who has been exceptional in 

providing ongoing support for our members after critical incidents, of which there were unfortunately several 

this season. 

Youth Development 

A win for the member services side of the administration portfolio was that we finally got to run some Duke of 

Ed adventures, after a year of lock down and restrictions.  The bronze group completed both adventures and the 

Silver / Gold group undertook and fantastic 3 day paddle on the Hawkesbury as part of their award. My thanks 

for the never ending energy of Lyndi in this space and the quiet but determined organization from Mollie 

Murphy who ran the Bronze group. 

Our usual youth events didn’t go ahead due to restrictions – such as the Rotary youth exchange but we still got 

participants onto youth development camps, with a fantastic uptake of the 13-14’s Rookie camp and strong 

representation from our youth in the 15-17yrs SLSCC Youth Leadership program. 

Izzy Fayers, Davara Marshall and Ebony Rayner all took part in this leadership program which ran for the whole 

season and these young leaders represented our club incredibly well. 

We continue to seek to improve in this youth space and create a club that engages our young members and 

provides them with a safe place in which they feel welcome. We have some incredible young people in our 
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organization and youth development is one of the priorities for next season, seeking to become more inclusive 

and gain greater retention in these age groups.  We unfortunately didn’t get anyone apply for the Youth 

Development role, which still remains open and we invite all our members to consider taking on a role in this 

area, which is so important to both the overall health of our club and for our young people within our 

community. 

Registrations for the season ahead are now open and the admin and member services team is looking forward 

to the 2021/22 season. 
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DIRECTOR OF FINANCE I NICOLIEN YATES 
 

What a challenging year It has been – events cancelled – rescheduled and postponed – restrictions on numbers – 

COVID regulations. Luckily, the club was in a good financial position when the year started, and we have continued 

this track. With a bit of help from the government and the support of our regular and new sponsors the club has 

come through this year relatively unscathed. 

 

I have decided to step down as Director of Finance after this year to spend some more time with my family. 

All the clubs’ financials have been audited by registered auditors Fortunity Pty Ltd. 

 

After a major sponsorship drive this year – thanks to the sponsorship committee – the list of sponsors has 

become too long to add in this report, however my thanks are great to the major and minor sponsors that have 

supported us through this year. There will be an updated sponsor’s board in the club soon – stay tuned. Meanwhile 

there will be a sponsor’s page further in this annual report. 

 

We have achieved several good grants this year – A part grant to install defib in the café which means access to it 

all year long. A new ATV will be coming our way after Aussies – this is on top of all the Covid grants and Job Keeper 

grants received from the government. 

 

There have also been some great fundraising events this year.  The Xmas raffle was very successful with the help 

of the new formed social committee. We raised over $4200 for the Nippers program. While great fundraising was 

done at the Ocean Beach Caravan Park for Duke of Ed program. The Santa photos were also a real success as 

usual. Hopefully with most restrictions lifted there will be more fundraising events scheduled next year.  

 

The new Board room that was built last year has now been rented out for 5 days a week and this will secure some 

much-needed income over the winter months. If you know of any community groups that need to hire a regular 

space for activities, please keep the surf club in mind we have several other spaces available. 

 

The Friday Socials have become a real good money earner for the club.  Not only has it provided it some casual 

employment and training opportunities for our RSA holding members It has become a great marketing tool for 

people looking to hold events at the club to see it in action. The community response has been wonderful and 

bookings for functions are up. Due to its success the Friday nights on the deck will continue during winter. 

 

Lastly, I would like to thank my team as without all these people I would have not been able to do my role! 

Sarah Grey (and Wendy Cook and Paul Sharpe)– for helping us do a wonderful job applying for grants that were 

needed for the running of the club and some vital new equipment. 

 

Wendy for being at my beck and call whenever needed and bending backwards to make this role easier.  

Marty and Bill for making sure the bar is up and running for all functions, Friday nights and of course Sunday SIPS. 

Fiona & Jane for making sure all our events and functions were rescheduled and Lauren for reinvigorating SIPS 

under challenging circumstances with all restrictions due to COVID. 

Kylie for again making sure the Uniform shop was run covid safe and for the design for our awesome new hoodies! 

Jane for being there in whatever capacity I need and whenever I need – it is much appreciated! 
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To all the bar staff and cleaning staff and social committee members thank you for working and adapting to all 

the challenges in the ever-changing environment of COVID.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above-One of our new tent sponsors. Below-Friday Socials 
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SPONSORS 
 

Without support from local business and other organisations and individuals, we would not be able to 

survive. Please support and recognise our sponsors as they support us. 

PLATINUM SPONSORS 
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GOLD SPONSORS 

UMINA BEACH CAFÉ 

HOMEBROOK 

KNIGHT MAPLETON DESIGN PARTNERS 

BENDIGO BANK-ETTALONG 

FORTUNITY 

LOUVRELAND 

DEEPWATER PLAZA 

COLEMAN FARRELL 

CENTRAL COAST COUNCIL 

 

 

SILVER SPONSORS 

TONKIN DRYSDALE SOLICITORS 

JORDAN AIR SERVICES PTY LTD 

STICKY GREEN FROG GRAPHIC DESIGN 

RAINE & HORNE PENINSULA 

NRMA CARAVAN PARK 

RED PROPERTY 

SPECSAVERS-WOY WOY 

LIONS CLUB-WOY WOY 

CONSTRUCT CENTRAL COAST PTY LTD 

ACTIVE EDGE 

DYSON LOGISTICS 

FAIRY TALE CLEANING 

FLATLINE PAVING 

IN BALANCE MUSCLE THERAPY 

INSTYLE TILES 

KATE TURNER MEDIA 

LAHEY CONSTRUCTIONS 

TERRATEST 

D-PRINT 
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BRONZE SPONSORS 

D & G PROFESSIONAL SMASH REPAIRS 

STS BOARD CENTRE- UMINA 

IGA ETTALONG 

CLIENT COMM 

TRAVEL EXPERIENCES BY ALLI 

SARAH O’HAIR 

RICHARDSON & WRENCH 

SALS SURF SCHOOL 

DEEPWATER SIGNS 

CAMPBELL BUILDING PTY LTD 

EDWARDS BUTCHERY 

 

                                                                

 

 Shade Tents 

Nipper Boards Surf Camp 

Lifesaving 
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DIRECTOR OF LIFESAVING I PAUL SHARPE 
 

Well that’s a wrap for another patrolling season at Umina SLSC. The Red & Yellow Flags came down for the last 

time in the 2020/21 Season on Sunday 25 April 2021, signifying the end to a challenging but successful season. 

The Red & Yellow Flags went up for the first time on Saturday 26 September 2020 and since then Umina members 

have patrolled every weekend and public holiday, through rain, hail ,shine and COVID 19 to ensure the safety of 

the general public who come down to enjoy the best beach in Australia.  

Firstly, I want to take this opportunity to thank every Umina SLSC member who spent their time on the beach 

patrolling this season. We are first and foremost a Surf Life Saving Club, and our core business is patrolling. Without 

our patrolling members, our club couldn’t exist. Each member’s contribution to patrols played a part in Umina 

SLSC maintaining its proud record of ‘No Lives Lost’.  

The season started off in typical fashion with the core lifesaving team drawing a short breath between the 2019/20 

season ending and the planning and preparation for the current 2020/21 season commencing.  

Umina SLSC Lifesaving Committee  

This season for the Umina SLSC Lifesaving Committee was one of success. At the end of last season, the club 

winning the SLSCC Branch Patrol Efficiency Competition and Patrol 12 being successfully named SLSNSW Patrol 

of the Year, the club winning both awards two years in a row. Another great achievement was seeing Kai Darwin 

being named Young Surf Lifesaver at SLSCC, SLSNSW and SLS Australia. Congratulations Kai.  

Lifesaving continues to grow every year and I have been extremely fortunate to be supported by such a talented 

and dedicated team behind me. It is often said that ‘volunteers don’t necessarily have the time, but they have the 

heart’, and this group of people exemplify that. The Lifesaving Committee was composed of a small group of 

dedicated patrolling members who each took on an area of responsibility within Lifesaving at Umina, in addition 

to their regular patrol duties. The committee met regularly to discuss our current operations and shape the future 

direction of Lifesaving at Umina SLSC.  

I wish to personally thank Kai Darwin, James Irwin, Matt Calbert, Jack Wiseman –Young and all the patrol captains 

who all worked very hard within their roles this season and made great contributions to the club.  

Patrols  

Patrols were kept very busy this season with overall beach attendance up from last season.  

Combined, our members volunteered an incredible 8,3850 patrol hours this season. To place that in perspective, 

that’s in excess of 430 days of combined patrolling hours. This constant diligence saw Preventative Actions up by 

4000 to 12632 and ensued that we continued our record of no lives lost between the flags at Umina.  

The 2020/21 Season saw our members undertake more than 106 rescues, with more than half of those using a 

rescue tube or rescue board. We attended to more than 123 first aid incidents and reunited more than 20 lost 

children with their parents. The season saw us perform 120 first aids during patrol hours, a marked increase from 

previous seasons, and numerous outside of our rostered hours.  

Thanks to Water Safety Coordinator Simon and Kai Darwin for the nipper season.  

I couldn’t function in my position as Director of Lifesaving, and patrols couldn’t function effectively without the 

support, guidance and professionalism of our Patrol Captains 0  

Thanks must go to our Patrol Captains, Viki Dickinson, Stuart Graf, Kerry Armstrong –Smith, Jacqui Knight, Ashlee 

Dean, James Irwin, John Bowyer, Duncan Way, Steve Thomas, Christine Bishop, Skye Marshall, Rick Boylan, Mollie 

Murphy who are always first on the beach and last off the beach on any given patrolling day.  

0  

Patrol Audits  

Every patrol’s favourite occasion. They approach in their unsuspecting blue shirts and clipboards on any random 

occasion. As part of Surf Life Saving Central Coast (SLSCC) Patrol Audit Program, Umina SLSC was audited 4 times 

throughout the season. These audits are to ensure we as a patrolling club are upholding our lifesaving agreements 

in regard to our personnel, our operating standards and competency in resuscitation and rescue availability. All 

our patrols have achieved great results, finishing 2nd in the Branch this season 
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Education  

At Umina, we wouldn’t have new patrolling members or sufficient patrols without the tireless work of our education 

team, led by our Director of Education Jarryd Edmonds. Jarryd and his education team have trained 30 new Bronze 

Medallion members and 22 new Surf Rescue Certificate members who have enthusiastically joined our patrol 

teams this season.  

Final Word  

As the sand settles on the 2020/21 Season, I want to take this final opportunity to thank our Patrolling members 

on another successful season. Umina SLSC maintained its proud and longstanding record of no lives lost, and I 

think we managed to have a bit of fun along the way.  

I look forward to seeing everyone back on the best beach in Australia next season and wish everyone a safe and 

enjoyable off season.  

 

 

                           Umina Patrols season 2020-21 
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100% PATROL ATTENDANCE 
Patrol 1 Patrol 2 Patrol 3 Patrol 4 

Stuart Graf Kerry Armstrong-Smith Jacqui Knight Paul Sharpe 

Viki Dickinson Bronte Smith Richard Knight Matt Fearnley 

Weronika Wetti Martin Smith Nigel Thorne Peter Todd 

Genevieve Chivers Jemma Smith Jennifer Rodham Andy Wing 

Darren Sloane Brielle Dixon Kylie Sinclaire Ben Kearney 

Peter Talty Ian Lawrence Sarah Williams Shelley Martinovic 

 Alex Robinson Matilda Halliday Alison Ward 

 Gavin Robinson  Brook Beaver 

 Nikolajs Apalis  John Thompson 

   Paul Rich 

   Andy Trickett 

   Nathaniel Holmes 

Patrol 5 Patrol 6 Patrol 7 Patrol 8 

Simon Darwin Ashlee Dean Jimmy Irwin John Bowyer 

Kai Darwin Mitchell Dean Tom Magurren Dave Wallwork 

Steven James Doyle Pryde Robert McLeod Lucy Williams Caller 

Brendan Stevenson Peter Sinclair  Oliver Shepherd 

Deb Scahill Scott Mackison  Julie Fayers 

Stephen Scahill Shane Hobbs  Michael Caller 

Meena James Phil Davies  Wayne Harris 

Diona Forlee Mieke Thielen   

Jenni Darwin Richelle Ingram   

 David Lake   

Patrol 9 Patrol 10 Patrol 11 Patrol 12 

Carl Krucler Steve Thomas Rick Boylan Skye Marshall 

Steve Whitehead Jack Wiseman Young Nick Shepherd Harold Marshall 

Christine Bishop Peta Howlett Michael Jordan Greg Smith 

 Paul Mills Emma Jordan Steve Hopley 

 Lisa Smith Natasha Domosi Richard Vaughan 

 Ben Smith Michelle Whyte Nicholas Richardson 

 Riley Smith Brett Whyte Davara Marshall 

 Abbey Cameron Madeleine Whyte  

 Brooke Souter Gary Wilson  

 Nathan Souter   

Patrol 13 Active Reserves   

Mollie Murphy Wendy Cook   

Steven Murphy Bill Cook   

John Rutherford Pam Edmonds   

Lisa Jack Paul Byrd   

Alison Hoyland Jason Tucker   

Shane Hoyland Richard Braddish   

Karen Murphy    
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DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION I JARRYD EDMONDS 
 

Firstly, and foremostly I would like to thank Bob Powell for all he has done in his years as Director of Education, 

and secondly I would like to thank the rest of the education team for all they do and for the support they have 

provided me in the handover of roles this season and the many hours of hard work they put in behind the scenes 

to train courses.  

 

Due to Covid, the first half of this season has been playing catch up to complete multiple courses both Bronze 

Medallion, Advanced Resuscitation and Surf Rescue Certificate of which we put through around 30 members.  

The rest of the season was business as normal running an IRB crew course, multiple junior courses both Surf Rescue 

Certificate and Bronze Medallion, and multiple adult courses for Bronze Medallion and Advanced Resuscitation, 

along with members completing branch courses to be qualified in First Aid, Beach Management, Aquatic Rescue, 

and in the off-season Rescue Watercraft,  

 

We will also conduction IRB training from the start of August and Bronze medallion training from the start of the 

season, if yourself or anyone you know is interested in these contact Jarryd Edmonds.   

 

 

Bronze Medallion 

Brielle Dixon Matilda Halliday Mackenzie Perry 

Alexander Robinson Jack Wiseman-Young  

Craig Glynn Daniel Gordon Simon Griffith 

David Lake Jessie Linnert Scott Mackison 

Bradley Morris Mieke Thielen Weronika Wetti 

Joanne Wiseman Stephen South Nikolajs Apalis 

Izabelle Fayers Finlay Healey Toni Housten 

Fletcher Moore Bradley Plummer Asher Ryan 

Alexandra Brooker Steve Colley Phil Davies 

Lisa Healey Nathanial Holmes Adam McKay 

Merinda Tomlin Andrew Trickett  

Luke Beard Davara Marshall Sofia Perl 

Cooper Schoch Simon Allen Mikayley Fisher 

Hoha Hany Clint Rahe Joshua Savage 

Julia Stevenson Janine Szostak Kim Watt 
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IRB Crew 

Aiesha El-Kurdi Nikolajs Apalis Phil Davies 

Matt Fearnley David Lake Scott Mackison 

Adam McKay Mieke Thielen Jack Wiseman-Young 

Davara Marshall   

 

Silver Medallion Beach Management 

Deklan Smith Julie Fayers Liam Drake 

Matt Fearnley Nicolien Yates Peta Howlett 

Shane Hobbs Stuart Graf Tamsyn Gould 

Nigel Thorne Viki Dickinson  

 

Silver Medallion Aquatic Rescue 

Viki Dickinson Liam Drake Nathanial Holmes 

Matt Fearnley   
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DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES I STUART GRAF 
 

The additional ongoing maintenance around the club is a task in itself. I have enjoyed coordinating and where 

needed undertaking these works. 

 

Storage has always been a priority in this role, as we face an ever-growing membership. As a club we are always 

seeking more safe storage space to assist the various services provided by the club such as education, IRB's, 

patrols, competitor equipment plus all the hidden components that keep our club operating. 

Some important changes and additions include the following. 

• STEEL CAGES - These were designed and installed to accommodate our growing IRB equipment. The 

safety of this equipment is paramount, it is essential that a safe user-friendly area be created and 

maintained with easy emergency access. The club has received positive feedback from locals and 

members. 

• SOLAR PANEL PREPARATIONS - As we prepare to install pre-approved Solar Panels, repair work was 

required to the existing roof. Roof repairs and reinstatement of the established gutter system was 

coordinated with local council and undertaken by local council employees. 

• SAFETY PAINT - Member and public safety is always a priority. With high traffic moving through the 

gear areas downstairs, Safety Paint was utilised to create obvious pathways to prevent personal injury 

and equipment damage. 

• DOOR MAINTENANCE - We continue to have events/functions, members, and environmental factors to 

consider with the ongoing door maintenance and repair throughout the entire building this past 

season.  

• CABINETRY - Upstairs in the new extension areas, new cabinetry was designed and installed to provide 

important storage space for education supplies and equipment. 

• STORAGE CONVERSION - The old First Aid Room can now be utilised for personal belongings during 

scheduled training sessions conducted by the club. The room has undergone a slight make over with 

wall hooks and pigeonholes. 

• NEW SHED - Many members have commented on the camouflaged new storage shed out the front of 

the club. This was designed and built to help store various items such as carnival equipment. 

• DUAL METERAGE - Electrical Dual Meterage was established with the assistance and approval of both 

local council and the Kiosk. This will reduce the electrical expenses incurred by our club and essentially 

our members. 

• REPLACED AND REPAIRED - Our kitchen and bar area required new glass washer and fridge repairs. As 

some running appliances are approaching their last legs, some items will require replacing in the near 

future. 

•  

• PENDING WORKS 

• - Dismantle and removal of 20ft cargo container near the outdoor public shower. A new design and 

build will take its place. 

• - Solar Panel installation on roof of building. 

• - Bar Area upstairs, quoting is underway for the supply and install of new Bi Fold windows and doors. 

• - Replacement of damaged roller doors and new roller door for front shed, plus ball pump installation in 

new shed. 

• - More safety painting within the club house. 

• - Patrol tower door repairs. 

• - Ongoing building maintenance. 

Thank you to our local trades for their ongoing support with these matters.  

I welcome any building concerns, repairs or building hazards to be reported to the office as they arise. 
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DIRECTOR OF SURF SPORTS I BRETT HARROD 
The surf sports season for 20-21 has been an interesting one in its entirety, from the beginning of the season 

where we looked like we were over the Covid issues, and we ran a great coaching day to when the sports season 

ceased due again to the Covid restrictions. 

 

This stoppage created uncertainty in programming and event management but to the credit of the sports team 

we persisted with training and focused on the existing opportunity rather than the end goal hoping all the time 

that the major carnivals would be held. 

 

SLSCC created a two-tier program of events the first tier to get us to Christmas, the second, the championship 

season. 

 

This on top of our own team rebuilding with a number of senior members leaving the sport due to university and 

life changes meant that we focused this year of creating a new team of younger members whilst still creating the 

opportunities for our 17-19’s. 

 

It reminded me very much of 8 years ago when we began the journey of building a surf sports team that would 

equal the best in the country, our new challenge is to rise to that level again and with the current group of young 

people coming through the ranks, I can see this happening again in the next few years. 

 

Our values have not changed, friendship, team first, are the core of everything that we do, our younger members 

have embraced this, and these values will hold us in good stead for the future. 

 

Thankfully after the Christmas northern beaches issue had been resolved we move onto the major events. 

 

Our club as always played a major role in surf sports on the Central Coast, holding more events than any other 

club, having members volunteer for management roles in teams, holding strategic positions at Branch including 

selectors, team managers and high performance. 

 

We again tried to implement additional programs with Steve Murphy running beginners ski training again and 

also participation training in board and swimming, this will grow next season as more people become aware of it. 

 

Our coaching has again created an opportunity for mass participation in the junior areas, we are still working on 

the pathways to the seniors, and this will be a major part of our new 3-year sports plan that is being developed as 

will be more social and fit for life activities for all members. 

 

More about this as the plan comes to fruition. 

 

The NSW Interbranch carnival was postponed after the major rain event that we had early in the year, this was 

unfortunate as we had a few members chosen in the tea, as well as Shelley Smith Team Manager and Michael 

Magurren water coach. 

 

The NSW Championships were again held at Swansea Belmont, and it was a great carnival to be a part of, excellent 

conditions and well attended by our surf sports team. 

The results are as follows. 
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 MASTERS   

  STATE 2021 SWANSEA BELMONT     

Where Event Place Name 

STATE 2021  55-59 yrs. Female Beach Flags  2  Siobhan Hallinan-Clarkson^(F) 

STATE 2021 170 Female Beach Relay 3  Siobhan Hallinan-Clarkson^(F) 

STATE 2021 55-59 yrs. Female Beach Sprint  2  Siobhan Hallinan-Clarkson^(F) 

STATE 2021 170M Female Beach Relay 3 Allison Tucker (F) 

STATE 2021 45-49 Female Double Ski 2 Christine Bishop 

STATE 2021 45-49 Female Iron Women 2 Christine Bishop (F) 

STATE 2021 O40 Champion Lifesaver 3 Christine Bishop (F) 

STATE 2021  45-49 yrs. Male 2Km Beach Run  2 Jason Tucker (M) 

STATE 2021 50-59 Female 2km Beach run 3 Jenni Darwin (F) 

STATE 2021 170M Female Beach Relay 3 Katrina West (F) 

STATE 2021 35-39 Female Beach Flags 1 Katrina West (F) 

STATE 2021 45-49 Female Double Ski 2 Kerry Armstrong-Smith (F) 

STATE 2021 50-54 Female Iron Women 3 Kerry Armstrong-Smith (F) 

STATE 2021 O40 Champion Lifesaver 1 Kerry Armstrong-Smith (F) 

STATE 2021 170M Female Beach Relay 3 Richelle Ingram (F) 

STATE 2021 50-54 yrs. Female Beach Flags  3 Richelle Ingram (F) 

STATE 2021 35-39 Female Double Ski 1 Rosy Pragono (F) 

STATE 2021 35-39 Female Double Ski 1 Shelley Smith (F) 

STATE 2021  50-59 yrs. Male Beach Flags  1 Steve De Vivo (M) 

STATE 2021 50-54 Male 2km Beach run 3 Steve Plummer (M) 

 

  U15 OPENS     

STATE 2021 U15 Champion Lifesaver 1 Davara Marshall (F) 

STATE 2021 . U15 Female Surf Race  3 Davara Marshall (F) 

STATE 2021 . U15 Female Surf Race  3 Davara Marshall (F) 

STATE 2021 . U17 Female Board Race  2 Poppi Lever (F) 

STATE 2021 . U17 Female Board Race  2 Poppi Lever (F) 

STATE 2021 U17 Champion Lifesaver 1 Bethwyn Caller (F) 

STATE 2021 U19 Champion Lifesaver 2 Kirsten Miller 

STATE 2021 U19 Champion Lifesaver 1 Lachlan Braddish (M) 

        

  TEAM EVENTS STATE 2021     

STATE 2021 Open Mixed First Aid 2 Hannah Murphy / Bronte Smith 

STATE 2021 U19 Mixed First Aid  3 Bethwyn Caller/ Liam Drake 

STATE 2021 U17 Mixed First aid 2 Maia Darwin/ Erin Scahill 

STATE 2021 U17 Mixed Patrol competition 2 Bethwyn Caller, Maia Darwin 

STATE 2021 U17 Mixed Patrol competition 2 Matthew Kearney, Ebony Rayner 
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With the massive storms that we experienced in late February our total program for the Aussies was put into 

disarray I can only congratulate Trevor and the coaching team for getting the team as well prepared as they could 

under difficult circumstances, little to know surf training and all in the Brisbane waters was tough going. 

 

Our results, which are noted elsewhere in the report show we are very good considering the circumstances that 

lead to the event. 

 

 

  MASTERS AUSSIES 2021     

AUSSIES 2021 55-59 y Female Beach Flags  1 Siobhan-Hallinan-Clarkson (F) 

AUSSIES 2021 55-59 y Female Beach Sprint  2 Siobhan-Hallinan-Clarkson (F) 

AUSSIES 2021 200Y Female Beach Relay 2 Allison Tucker (F) 

AUSSIES 2021 200y Female Beach Relay 2 Debbie Braddish (f) 

AUSSIES 2021 200Y Female Beach Relay 2 Richelle Ingram (F) 

AUSSIES 2021 200y Female Beach Relay 2 Siobhan-Hallinan-Clarkson (F) 

AUSSIES 2021 O30 Champion Lifesaver 2 Shelley Smith (F) 

AUSSIES 2021 O40 Champion Lifesaver 3 Christine Bishop (F) 

AUSSIES 2021 O40 Champion Lifesaver 1 Kerry Armstrong-Smith (F) 

 

 

  OPENS - AUSSIES 2021      

AUSSIES 2021 U15 Champion Lifesaver 2 Davara Marshall 

AUSSIES 2021 U19 Champion Lifesaver 3 Kirsten Miller 

        

    

  

OPENS - AUSSIES TEAM 

EVENTS     

AUSSIES 2021 Open First Aid  1 Bronte Smith, Hannah Murphy 

 

 

 

Overall, our club entered all the major championships, all major disciplines were entered including surf, beach, 

boat and lifesaving events. 

 

My highlight was Bronte Smith and Hanna Murphy becoming Australian Champions in the open first Aid, this is 

amount some other outstanding efforts including the ongoing dominance by outer champion-lifesaver team, our 

masters beachies our boaties all reaching semi or finals in their respective events. 

 

Our club is well positioned for the future with great participation, leading coaching, and pathway programs and 

outstanding will to succeed, it has been a pleasure working with you all this season. 
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DIRECTOR OF JUNIOR ACTIVITIES I SKYE MARSHALL 
 

W H A T   A   S E A S O N . . . . 

 

From the uncertainty of what we saw toward the back end of last season, we were very uncertain as to what this 

season would look like – or if there even would be a season! 

 

I am incredibly PROUD of the way in which we rallied together to ensure that our Nippers program would run. We 

took hold of the challenges and were able to think outside the box, coming up with creative ways to ensure our 

kids had every opportunity to come together, meet up with their friends, participate in their sport & most of all 

enjoy the beach! 

 

It has been my privilege to help support our junior nippers program for the 2020/21 season.  

 

That being said, I would like to say a huge THANK YOU to our wonderful team of Age Managers - without your 

passion, enthusiasm and dedication our nippers would not have flourished the way they have throughout the 

season.  

For the hours that you dedicate to developing plans for Sunday morning nippers, for attending training sessions 

throughout the week to help support and develop our nippers skill set and the planning in the lead up to our 

carnivals, ensuring that each child has everything they need individually moving into competition, feel comfortable 

and confident and help achieve their own goals.  

You often spend more time at the beach than at home during the season - but that’s normal, right? What you do 

it is very much noticed and appreciated.  

 

As I have mentioned numerous times throughout the season, we cannot function as a club without volunteers – 

we need them in EVERY facet of our organisation. This is no different in our wonderful nipper program.  

 

To our incredible water safety & IRB team that ensured we had water course set and enough water safety in the 

water to support our nippers, and well equipped and skilled IRB drivers and crew to ensure that the nippers were 

well spotted and supported in the conditions of our own beach and the local beaches at carnivals – this is no mean 

feat and we are greatly to have such a dedicated and skilled team.  

 

To our wonderful uniform crew that helped with more than just picking the right size of that pink rash vest and 

swimmers. Your friendly assistance and service with a smile welcomed many new members and nipper to the 

chaos that is a Sunday morning at nippers.  

 

Thanks to our registration team that helped upload the hundreds of nippers and parent members, long after the 

registration days were over. We look forward to another season of the same. 

 

To our extraordinary officials (marshals, starters, finishing judges, recorders, sectional referees, first aid) that put 

their hand up, generally for the best seat in town (or at least at a nippers carnival). For the hundreds of children 

you see, smile at, offer encouraging words and congratulate for trying their best. Thank you. We have managed 

this year to increase our certified technical officials by quite a lot this season. Thank you to those that put your 

hand up, even when you were unsure what you were really signing up for. We appreciate it, as do our nippers that 

get to compete because of you. 

 

To our nippers coaches that help support those that come through the week to work on skill development and 

endurance. I hope you realise how much you are appreciated.  
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To our parents – thank you. Thank you for trusting us with your children, thank you for supporting them and 

bringing them to the beach. I promise you the decision to bring your child to nippers, if it hasn’t already will 

change your life forever! 

 

A massive T H A N K   Y O U to our I N c R e D I B l E team of nippers - on behalf of our wonderful club I am 

IMMENSELY proud of each and every one of you!!!  

 

You are strong and courageous – I am continually blown away by the teamwork, determination, encouragement 

and sportsmanship that our incredible nippers display.  

It is heart-warming to have such an incredible team of such kind and compassionate kids that we get to proudly 

call our Umina Nippers. During nippers on a Sunday and when away representing our club during carnival 

competition I have seen arms flung around shoulders in pure delight, pats on backs of congratulations, and 

cuddles to ease the upset – throughout the season this was not only noticed by me, and no doubt by many parents 

but I had other clubs & officials make comment to me about the same.  

Each and every one of our nippers gave it their absolute all whenever they put their toe on the line. Our nipper’s 

held their heads high, walked, talked and competed with pride and did themselves and our club proud - this was 

both on and off the competition arena. 

 

Lastly, to our Junior Club Captain, Sienna Scahill, thank you for being you!! - thank you for you support throughout 

the season and for your assistance each and every Sunday, after carnivals and whenever called upon to assist. I 

am grateful to have such a dedicated, kind hearted junior ambassador helping pave the way for our younger 

nippers.  

 

This years NSW State Titles was like no other before. We saw children, parents, age managers and coaches rally 

together to ensure our nippers could participate in the championships & enjoy the touring team atmosphere.  

 

As you can imagine, with such a strong support base we achieved some incredible results this season... both on 

and off the sand - this resulted in many personal bests, and for a few there was even some bling!!  

 

Next season (which isn’t really that far away) – we welcome our Junior Club Captains for the 2021/22 Season in 

Lucy Marshall & Kai’zen Leggett.  

I look forward to working with them both next season and I know that they will continue to represent our wonderful 

surf club with pride.  

 

Until next season - UP, UP UMINA!!! 
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SURF CAMP I MEENA JAMES 
It truly takes a village, and we totally have the best on the planet at Umina SLSC. To our wonderful sponsors, 

your generous donations make the day possible. Thank you 

To Jane, for your organising and help with bags and support - Thank you 

To my prep team - it ran smoothly having lots of food ready to go. Thank you 

To Harold and Skye - for all you do, because there is so much, I couldn’t possibly go through the long list! We 

appreciate it all - thank you. 

To all the amazing water safety - I questioned at times today who was having more fun  you all made it a 

success and I value your efforts, patience and involvement in our club - especially those of you who don’t have 

kids participating. Thank you 

To my beachies - Steve DeVivo, Lish, Harold, and his ladies, the sand was hot, and you were amazing- Thank you 

To our Station leaders and U14 group tour guides, for all your expertise, patience, encouragement and support - 

thank you 

To Deb, Lisa and my Lily- for being my shopping buddies and pushing strollers and always being there to listen 

to my ideas and your helpful feedback- Thank you 

The my kitchen chicks and Tom - no one should be hungry! Thank you. 

To Steve James, for the 100’s of photos you get to go through, all the setting up and packing away, and keeping 

our kids busy while I did “surf Camp” stuff all week - thank you. 

To all the kids - I hope you aren’t too burnt, drink lots of water, be sure to thank your parents for letting you 

come to surf camp! 

To Amanda and Jenni for washing all the boards - thank you 

To the Weather Gods - I spent a lot of time yesterday hoping that you would be kind, my back up plans weren’t 

great - so thank you for turning on the weather and nice waves, I am very grateful! 

I’m sure I’ve missed someone, please forgive me! It has been a long day! But thank you 

 

What an amazing day! Today I felt it was a fresh start, a hopeful sign of great things for 2021. 
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STATE CARNIVAL RESULTS 

 AGE Championships   

  STATE 2021 SWANSEA BELMONT     

Where Event Place Name 

STATE 2021 U11 Ironwoman 3 Amber-Skye Stevenson 

STATE 2021 U11 Female Board Rescue 3 Marli Hoyland /Amber-Skye Stevenson 

STATE 2021 U11 Female Board Race 2 Amber-Skye Stevenson 

STATE 2021 U12 Female Board Relay 3 Lily James/Kelsey Page/Bronte Scahill 

STATE 2021 U13 Male Beach Sprint 1 Anwar El-Kurdi 

STATE 2021 U13 Male Beach Flags 1 Anwar El-Kurdi 

STATE 2021 U12 Beach Relay 3 

Ava Ayres/Madeline Cameron 

Michaela Kearns/Eliza O’Brien 
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U14 JENNI DARWIN I DIONA FORLEE  
 

The U14s had a fantastic season, transitioning from their fibreglass nipper boards onto Mals!  

It was as usual, also a busy season with most of the group continuing to grow their surf lifesaving skills as patrolling 

Rookies and achieving their Surf Rescue Certificates. They represented Umina SLSC at the Rookie Challenge at 

Terrigal and we also had Sienna Sinclair (CC) and Cashar Darwin as the club’s nominees at the Central Coast Junior 

Lifesaver of the Year (JLOTY) award. 

 

On the competition front we had many from 

our age group competing in local branch 

carnivals, the Newcastle Permanent Junior 

Iron Person series, the Kracka Challenge, the 

Freshwater carnival and their last junior 

Branch and State champs, not to mention a 

road trip to Queensland for the Aussies! 

Cashar, Nicholas, CC and Sienna Scahill also 

competed in their first Champion Lifesaver 

events. 

It was really pleasing to see all their hard work 

and dedication start to pay off as many of the 

kids achieved some of their best results. At 

the end of the 3 rounds of the Newcastle 

Perm series, we had 3 boys finish in the top 6 

U14 males and 4 girls in the top 6 U14 

females with Hannah Stevenson and Sienna Scahill tying for 1st place. Another highlight was Cashar winning his 

first individual Ironman race! 

 

We really appreciate the encouragement and support the age group have received from Trevor Gee and Pete 

Braddish as they began training with the Seniors. 
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Looking ahead, our kids have another exciting season ahead and they are keen to move onto their Bronze 

medallion training and the Bronze Duke of Ed award. 

 

Thanks to all the parents and support crew for your assistance and support over the last 7 years; this is an amazing 

group of talented, fun-loving kids and we look forward to seeing everyone back on the beach for season 21/22! 
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U13 MICHAEL JORDAN I GARY WILSON  
 

This year has been a year of growth for the Under 13’s these Young Life Savers have been 

committed and keep Gary and myself on our toes. We were unsure how the season would pan out but managed 

to retain many of our great young athletes from last year. 

 

 Unfortunately, our usual Forster warm up carnival didn’t manage to proceed but it was great to still be there and 

have a more relaxed holiday vibe with those from the club that could make it.  

It was great to see good numbers at many of our carnivals with good results in team and individual events. We 

had great results at Branch, and we were so proud of all that gave 100% effort even though conditions were testing 

once again. A special mention to Sophia and Ronnie for making the Central Coast Interbranch team even though 

it did not proceed.  

 

State this year just wasn’t the same it was hard not having all the age group together on the same beach to cheer 

each other on. The communication was awesome with the help of parents keeping us informed of results and 

there were some great performances in the water and on the sand. The age group managed to get not only one 

but two gold medals at State with the amazing speed of Anwar in the beach sprint and flags. 
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 We also had a few make it through to the final in the water events but unfortunately no points this year.  

We were so proud to see so many of our age group out on patrol, starting their Rookie adventure, congratulations 

to all that completed their SRC Training and many thanks to Pam for putting up with myself and this spirited 

group.  

 

We look forward to stepping up to the larger club racing mals and can’t wait to see you all out there training and 

ready to improve on those Surf Life Saving techniques and skills. 

 Congratulation and good luck to our new Club Captains Lucy & Kai’zen we are sure you will do our age group 

proud in your new positions. 
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U12 STEPHEN SCAHILL I VIKI DICKINSON   
 

We were thrilled to be able to hold what felt like a very “normal” Nippers season with all the uncertainty we faced 

around Covid. A huge thanks goes to Skye Marshall as our JAC who provided great structure and allowed our age 

group along with all nippers to continue to do what we love.. 

 

This was a year where we really saw the skills and confidence of our age group on full display. The swim around 

the cans to start our Nippers session has become less a dreaded necessity and now we see all participants attack 

this with confidence and it shows in the enjoyment on full display. 

 

The other really pleasing thing to see was how many of our age group jumped into the afternoon training sessions 

on offer. It’s a great credit to the kids to show such commitment and also a wonderful reflection on the work of 

Mick Magurren who offers training that provides both skill development and enjoyment and is designed for all 

abilities. 

 

As always we had wonderful participation at Carnivals and this year really showed the depth of talent we have in 

our age group. At multiple carnivals, this year every participant either individually or part of a team was involved 

in a race that resulted in points for the club. That is a fantastic accomplishment and goes to show just how many 

talented and hardworking young athletes we have in our age group. 

 

Our year culminated in the State Carnival at Swansea Belmont. Whilst it was different this year with the athletes 

needing to choose sand or water events, it was fun as always and our kids absolutely starred with many personal 

bests and some state semifinals and finals. A special mention to Phoebe Graf who came out 4th in the swim team 

final. It is a great show of character when a competitor reserves their very best for a team event. 

 

You might notice next year a few kids getting around in brand new State Medalist jackets.  

 

In the water our girls Board Relay team of Lily, Bronte and Kelsey capped an amazing season with a spectacular 

race in which they powered home for a bronze medal which was a thrill for all who were there to witness. 

 

Our beach sprint team of Madi, Michaela, Eliza and Ava also won a bronze medal in a true team effort. Michaela 

got the team off to a flyer, Eliza held third spot as did Ava and Madi absolutely refused to let anyone overtake her 

in the final leg. 

 

Congratulations also goes to our club point score winners with the boys: 

1st Lachie Muldrock 

2nd Shay Bennett 

3rd Peter Ilgo 

 

Encouragement - Kai Armstrong who made an amazing improvement throughout the year due to his dedication 

to training and his attitude of just having a go. 

 

Girls 

1st Bronte Scahill 

2nd Kelsey Page 

3rd Madi Cameron 

 

Encouragement - Ruby Graf - for the leadership she displays in supporting her teammates and setting a positive 

example. 
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Thanks again on behalf of Viki and Steve to such a wonderful age group. It’s an absolute pleasure to spend Sunday 

morning’s with this bunch. 
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U11 TIM LEGGETT I SHANE HOYLAND & MOLLIE MURPHY 
 

Under 11s had a great year, we have a strong group of girls who have pushed each other all year with some great 

results all around. We also had a great year for the boys, finally getting a team together to compete in several 

carnivals including state. Amber Skye and Max taking out the age championship for the club and our 

encouragement awards going to Savannah and Logan L. 

It was good to see some strong results in the Board rescue being our first year in this discipline. 

Thank you again to Molly Murphy for looking after us throughout the year, we could not have done it without 

you. 

We look forward to catching up with you all again for another year of fun. 
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U10 STEVEN JAMES I AMANDA GRIFFITH  
 

In a period that will be remembered more for the impacts of COVID-19 than anything else, we had a successful 

season.  Apart from COVID-19, the season was dominated by challenging surf conditions which meant we weren’t 

able to get in the water as much as we’d hoped.  We had another large group of kids this season that came with 

a wide range of skills and abilities which continued to test us.  But by the end of the season, everyone had made 

it around the cans, nearly everyone coming out smiling.  Most importantly, they all developed some great surf 

skills and learned some important surf safety.  This was all helped by the incredible support we had from the club, 

parents, and members.  

 

This season we tried to teach the kids about the history of the club and introduced them to some of the members 

that have helped make it what it is today.  Although the kids often asked the same questions every week (How 

many people have you saved? Have you ever seen a shark?) we heard some amazing stories and learned some 

interesting things.  It was also great to see many of the parents taking an interest in our guests and learn a few 

things about our great club and its members.  Thank you to those who gave their time on Sunday mornings to 

come and chat to the kids, we hope to continue it next season.  This season our awesome guests were (in no 

particular order): 

Tom Magurren - Club Person of the Year 2019-2020 

Bill Cook O.A.M. - Life Member 

Wendy Cook - Life Member 

Kerry Armstrong-Smith - Life Member 

Jimmy Irwin - Life Saver of the Year 2019-2020 

Carl Krucler - Life Member 

Paul Sharpe - Life Member, Director of Lifesaving 

John Sharpe O.A.M. - Life Member 

Sienna Scahill - Junior Club Captain 

Mikayley Fisher - U10 Age Manager Assistant  

 

Like previous years, we had a good core group that competed at the surf carnivals, and we continue to have the 

largest number of competitors of any club in most events.  It was also great to see a few new faces competing 

during the season, although there’s always room for more.  Despite the pandemic going on around us, we 

managed to get in three local carnivals and State, a real credit to Central Coast Branch and SLSNSW.  Again, we 

had mixed conditions - the first carnival of the season in December (Terrigal) was postponed because of extreme 

heat and some of the events at Branch Championships in February (Copacabana) were cancelled due to dangerous 

surf conditions.  But the kids prevailed, doing extremely well, having heaps of fun and making lots of friends.  There 

were some great individual efforts, great team performances and just as many acts of great sportsmanship.  And 

we have said it in previous years, but it’s great to see the support from the parent group for all the kids, not just 

their own.  State Championships at Swansea-Belmont and Redhead were challenging for at least two reasons - the 

logistics and conditions.   The surf for our two days was big and tricky and not for the faint hearted.  Our kids 

faced up to some big waves and gave it a red-hot go.  To put it into perspective, it was common for 16 competitors 

/ teams to go into a board race and less than half finish.  Alas, we didn’t get any medals, but we made the final of 

every water event except one and made quarter finals and semifinals on the sand.  That speaks volumes for our 

kids’ efforts, up against mother nature and the most competitive clubs in the State. 

 

Like previous years, our kids were incredibly competitive throughout the season, particularly in the surf events.  

Our swim competitors won or placed in just about all 3 local carnivals and our board competitors continue to 

dominate.  We managed to get some good results on the sand as well, which should make us very competitive 

next season when we get a crack at Cameron relays. 
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Congratulations to the Age Champions - Savannah Glynn and Slater Linnert, and to Erin Kearns and Finn 

Heighington for receiving the encouragement awards. 

 

We had an awesome group of parents and massive support from the club and its members throughout the season, 

including special help from Tom Magurren, Bill Cook, Wendy Cook, Kerry Armstrong-Smith, and John Rutherford 

at different times.  We owe a massive amount to Mick Magurren and his crew for their work at training sessions, 

getting the kids race ready.  In addition, there is the group of parents that (sometimes reluctantly) get in the water 

week in, week out, to keep the kids safe, encourage them and support them.  We’d also like to acknowledge the 

parents that put their hand up to official at carnivals, missing out on seeing their own children compete; and those 

that helped in the kitchen or any other times when they were asked or just offered.   

 

Highlights:  

❖ Conquering fears, big surf, or big swell 

❖ Being great team players, great mates, and supporting each other, particularly when things don’t go so 

well 

❖ Surf Camp 

❖ Championship Day 

❖ State finalists: 

  - Surf race - Liliana, Chloe, Slater 

  - Surf teams - Liliana, Chloe, Zoe, Annabel; Slater, Khai, Reef, Sam 

  - Board race - Annabel, Zoe, Slater 

  - Board team - Savannah, Zoe, Liliana 

❖ The boys swim team (Branch Champions and runner up) 

❖ The girls swim team (Branch Champions) 

❖ The beachies, who continue to impress and get points for the club especially Savannah, Zoe, Annabel, 

Finn, Cooper, and Sam. 

 

 
 

We are really looking forward to next season, hopefully it can be as normal as possible.  The kids will be doing 

much the same (but on fiberglass boards) but have a few new events to contend with including board rescue and 

Cameron relay.  All this will set them up to be our future lifesavers. 

 

Steve & Amanda 
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U9 IAN LAWRENCE I MICK MAGURREN & ABBEY CAMERON 
 

Like everything recently, COVID 

impacted us with cancelled events, 

delays, new rules and ways of 

doing things. The kids took it all in 

their stride. Thankfully we were still 

able to spend heaps of time at the 

beach doing what we loved.   

 

Their day of the season was a bit of 

a shock, with their first big swim 

around the cans, followed by our 

first real taste of having to paddle 

the foamie boards around the 

cans.  

 

Big swims, lots of board paddling 

and even more fun was quickly the 

norm each Sunday morning at Umina SLSC. The Nippers have progressed well beyond our wildest imaginations. 

The effort that each Nipper put in each week to push themselves to improve on previous weeks was amazing.  As 

Age Managers, It made us so proud so see how well everyone had picked up the new skills in the surf. 

 

It was great to see sixteen U9s represent us at State carnival.  The conditions were really really tough with a large 

amount of the field not finishing races. The toughest conditions I have seen. However as one official said, “All the 

competitors were so brave, standing on the start line, watching the races before them get battered around. Then 

when it was their turn, racing into the water, using all the skills they had learnt and giving it all they had, until 

either their crossed the finish line or they kept on trying until they were tapped on the shoulder by water safety 

to come back in.”  Despite this we had some impressive results, with individuals getting into finals.  The team 

events really showed the calibre of our kids with the following places in the State.  

 

Male Surf Team 4th , Male Board Relay - 8th Female Surf team - 5th. Female Board Relay- 8th . 

A big big thank you to all water safety that encourage these wonderful children each week. Your positive influences 

and encouragement really do help the kids no end.  Looking forward to seeing you all on the beach next season. 
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U8 SCOTT MICALLEF I JULIA ROLOGAS 

 

The 2020-2021 season for the Under 8’s was one full of challenges, achievements, smiles and lots of fun. Each and 

every week the kids showed up with energy, bright smiles and a willingness to learn and have fun. Throughout the 

season we practiced flags, wade, sprints, boards and relays. The age managers saw tremendous improvement over 

the season as the kids grew in ability and confidence in each event. They loved getting on the small foam boards 

and cannot wait to move to the bigger boards next season. One of their favourite activities was the big mat which 

we included in the program a few times. The kids showed a major improvement in flags as they took in age 

manager’s advice on technique and made sure to apply it next time. They also eagerly took up the opportunity to 

improve their swimming skills with Thursday night swimming sessions at the PLC with Tom Magurren which 

assisted them with their ocean swimming. Thank you to Tom for opening this opportunity up with our age group 

and spending a few Sundays with us to help us grow and learn.  

This season our age group had the opportunity to compete at their first every carnival which was held on our 

home beach. We had 13 kids participate, 8 girls and 5 boys, who all gave it their best making sure to involve 

themselves in all events. Brach carnival at Copacabana proved challenging with unfamiliar and rough surf 

conditions but the Under 8’s did not hesitate to still jump in and give it a go. The highlight of the day was the girls 

wade relay with a result of 1st place! Our first ribbon as an age group. The kids were all so encouraging of each 

other throughout the day, supporting their teammates and cheering for them from the sideline. We are all so 

proud of their efforts and cannot wait for plenty more carnivals. 

 The under 8’s also had their first ever surf camp this season. They had lots of fun at plenty of different stations 

including Sal’s surfing, Steve De Vivo’s, board, various games, and swimming. The kids enjoyed learning new skills 

and hanging with each other throughout the camp. Lots of new friendships were made and they cannot wait until 

next year.  

The under 8’s were extremely lucky to have plenty of terrific parents who would not hesitate each week to put 

their hands up to help out. They were all so encouraging throughout the season and the kids loved having them 

involved. The season would not have run so smoothly without them, and we are eternally grateful for their help 

and willingness to be involved. A few parents have, or are considering, completing their bronze medallion which 

reflects their dedication to enhancing their kids’ nippers experience.  

Another huge thank you goes to Emma Jordan and Meena James who turned up every week without fail, advising 

us on how to give the kids the best experience. Their knowledge and experience with nippers was highly valued 

and provided the kids, and age managers, with the best opportunity to learn and grow as nippers. Without their 

expert advice we would have been very lost so we are extremely grateful for their help throughout the season.  

 

Last of all the biggest thank you goes to Scott (assisted by Bethwyn and Julia) who was new to age managing this 

season but gave it everything he had and brought so much joy to our age group. His engagement with the kids 

and parents allowed them to have heaps of fun throughout the season. The kids loved having Scott as an age 

manager seen through the countless hugs, stacks and smiles on their faces each week. Scott’s willingness to 

expand the kids ability and dedication to them is seen through his keenness to organise extra sessions after the 

season as completed. His fun attitude is contagious, and we could not have asked for a better age manager.  

 

Bethwyn and Julia did an amazing job as 2021 U8’s Coaches. They helped the kids learn and expand their skills 

with a smile. We only want the best for the kids and having mentors like Julia and Beth will only strengthen our 

Young Nippers. 
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 Thank you, girls for all your help guiding me through almost every part of the nipper process and I will be forever 

grateful. Thank you - Scott We look forward to the new challenges and highlights next season brings and we 

cannot wait to be back on the beach. 
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U7 STEVE HOPLEY I EBONY RAYNER & ELLENA GREY 
 

Every weekend we had heaps of kids hitting the beach and hitting the water.  Week by week, they continued to 

develop their skills and grow in confidence, in and out of the water.  Most importantly, we had fun and made a lot 

of new friends (kids and parents alike).    And every week there were plenty of parents, grandparents, or friends to 

help - even when the conditions weren’t the best.  A big thanks to all those that helped or supported to make the 

season such a great one.     
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U6 ROBERT MCLEOD I MADDISON MCLEOD & DAVARA MARSHALL 
 

 

The mighty Under 6s had a fantastic 2020/21 season. Every Sunday morning the kids took part in activities 

including wades, dolphin dives, body surfing, boards, flags, sprints and beach games. The Under 6s gave their all 

each week and gained confidence dealing with surf and being out of their comfort zones.  

A big thank you to my two helpers this season Davara and Maddison. You both did a fantastic job and I know the 

kids loved having your help and guidance. Without you both being involved we could not do what we do each 

week.  

As everyone is aware this season was like no other. A big thank you to Skye and the Club Board for firstly getting 

Nippers up and running for the season and secondly running it so smoothly. There is a massive amount of work 

that goes on behind the scenes to run nippers each week and it is very much appreciated. 

To all the parents, grandparents and carers thank you for fronting up each Sunday morning to bring your kids to 

nippers. Your commitment to giving your children the opportunity to take part in this great activity is appreciated. 

Thank you also for help throughout the season with water safety and on the beach. I hope you guys enjoyed it as 

much as the kids. 

Finally, a big thank you to all the Under 6 Nippers. We had lots of laughs mixed with a few tears but through it all 

your commitment to try new activities each week was awesome. Maddison, Davara and I are super proud with 

how far you all progressed throughout the season. To be taking on surf at the age of five is sometime daunting 

but you all excelled.  

Enjoy the off season and your winter sports and I cannot wait to hear all your stories again next season.  

 

See you on the beach 

Captain Rob. 
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JUNIOR CLUB CAPTAINS  
 

Thank you to our Junior Club Captain Sienna Scahill for a great Season 2020-2021- We would like to 

congratulate Lucy Marshall and Kai’zen Leggett who will represent Umina SLSC for the upcoming season 2021-

22.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Sienna Scahill 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Lucy Marshall and Kai’zen Leggett 
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BRANCH-AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE 

Surf Lifesaving Central Coast held their awards night on the 12th of June at Mingara Recreation Hall. 

We are so grateful to have your leadership and drive for excellence, which is why our branch is the best. 

Awards of Excellence was again another showcase of everything fantastic in this life saving movement. 

We are so elated that our club was recognised for our efforts to keep our beaches safe, members engaged and 

healthy and supporting the wider community. 

 

CONGRATULATIONS to our award winners. 

 

Paul Sharpe - Life Saver of the Year 

 

 
 

 

Kai Darwin - Youth Volunteer of the Year 

 

 

Harold Marshall - Volunteer of the Year 

 

 
 

James Irwin - Support Operator of the Year 

 

 
 

The Club was also awarded: 

2nd Patrol Competition  

2nd Club of the Year 2020 

Lastly big Congratulations to Ocean Beach Surf Life Saving Club for being crowned Club of the Year! 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Ocean-Beach-Surf-Life-Saving-Club-118123601578362/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX9L0ISZyA26Kq2RXweUixn7Do5Y4vw3ocSKOLasW4qvGUPFS0VWrvIsftcsTi-kJyjFtZ8s5mNqa3GBOYcCrp9t2mklVUXYzOBhQ3KUMbnC_t27EdZaWWC5OuyeLjr_kq37dKJ2XI91K4uKjVWhVZxU8FkPo4DTqpR553hAr06_obogQebQxd044Z_C1TvhWw&__tn__=kK-R
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Branch Awards of Excellence also saw huge recognition for Garry 

Mensforth on his Central Coast SLS Life Membership- Congratulations! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

DUKE OF EDINBURGH 

Congratulations to these young leaders completing their Gold Duke of Ed and finally receiving their awards from 

Her Excellency Governor Margaret Beazley at Olympic Park today. Liam Cali, Ethan Cali and Leilani Healey- Well 

done. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/garry.mensforth?__tn__=-%5dK*F
https://www.facebook.com/garry.mensforth?__tn__=-%5dK*F
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SENIOR PRESENTATION 
Our Senior Presentation night held at Ettalong Diggers on 22nd June- Always a fun evening. 

 

Senior Presentation 2020 – 2021  

Major Award  Name  

 Club Person of the Year  Harold Marshall 

Under 19 Club Person  Kai Darwin 

Education Excellence  Peter Sinclair 

Patrol Captain of the Year  Mollie Murphy 

Patrol of the Year   Patrol 10-Steve Thomas 

Lifesaver of the Year  Matt Fearnley 

Young Lifesaver of the Year  Jack Wiseman-Young 

Masters Competitor  Siobhan Hallinan-Clarkson 

Senior Competitor  Lachlan Braddish 

Lifesaving Competitor  Bethwyn Caller 

Surfboard Riding  NA 

IRB Competitor   NA 

Boat Crew of the Year  U19-G-Zingers 

Youth Competitor  Davara Marshall 

Pool Competitor  NA 

Encouragements  Name  

Masters  Scott Micallef 

Seniors – Megan Healey - Tour De Force  Maia Darwin 

Lifesaving  Maia Darwin 

Members Choice Robert McLeod 

Stirrers Paddle  Rick Boylan 
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JUNIOR PRESENTATION 
Junior Presentation was held on April 11- This showcased some of our amazing nippers who continuously perform 

throughout the season-Results 

 

Junior Presentation 2020-2021 

Snr Boy Point Score  Ronnie Jordan 

Snr Girl Point Score  Sienna Scahill 

Jnr Boy Point Score  Callen Atherton 

Jnr Girl Point Score  Sadie Martin 

Rookie of the Year  Mitchel Ryan 

Jnr Club Person of the Year  Sienna Scahill 

       Team Manager Award  Jenni Darwin & Diona Forlee 

Carnival Competitor of Year  Amber- Skye Stevenson 

Pool Competitor of the Year  NA 

Encouragements  

U8  
Grace Kelly/Conner Rae 

U9  Phoebe Cox/Max Barthel 

U10  Erin Kearns/Finn Heighington 

U11  Savarnah Orlowski/Logan Lorentz 

U12  Ruby Graf/Kai Armstrong 

U13  Matilda Lawrence/Jarrah Schofield 

U14  Hannah Stevenson/Toby Torrible 

March Past/Traditional events   
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   Junior Point Score 2020-2021 

   1st    2nd    3rd    

U8   Max Heighington  Lewis Papps  David Wang  

   Evie Lagan  Lexie-Eve Bush  Ella Stevenson  

U9   Callen Atherton  Lachlan Hillard  EQ-Ethan Hogan & Charlie Phillips  

   Sadie Martin  Maya Sposito  Isabelle Ayres  

U10   Slater Linnert  Samuel Wetti  Cooper Manser  

   Savannah Glynn  Annabel Griffith  Zoe De Vivo  

U11   Max Bush  Logan Atherton  Timon Adamec  

   Amber-Skye Stevenson  Marli Hoyland  Leilani Carpenter  

U12   Lachlan Muldrock  Shaylan Bennett  Peter Ilgo  

   Bronte Scahill  Kelsey Page  Madeline Cameron  

U13   Ronnie Jordan  Kobe Linnert  Edward McGavin  

   Catherine Kearney  Sophia Grey  Lucy Marshall  

U14   Cashar Darwin  William Slater  Nicholas Kearney  

   Sienna Scahill  Sienna Sinclair  Charli Wouters  
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Nipper 100% Attendance 

U8   

Danielle James Lexi-Eve Bush 

Grace Kelly  

   

U10   

Liliana Carpenter  Erin Kearns  

Finn Heighington  Ben James  

Charlie Jordan  Cooper Muldrock  

  

U11   

India Darwin  Leilani Carpenter  

Savarnah Orlowski  Ki’lulu Leggett  

   

U12   

Bronte Scahill  Lily James  

Henry McGavin  Huon Schofield  

Eliza O’Brien  Lachlan Muldrock  

   

 U13   

Catherine Kearney  Lucy Marshall  

Ronnie Jordan    

   

U14   

Sienna Sinclair  Cashar Darwin  
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MASTERS REPORT I RICK BOYLAN  
 

A quiet season for the Masters this year, and I think this was 

combination of Covid restrictions and for me injuries.  

 

Our water medals were down this year and put this down to small 

numbers in the water but I’m looking at a big drive for next season. The 

beach competitors had a great season with medals a Branch, State and 

Aussie, well done guys. 

 

I would also like to mention the Champions as we again managed to 

come away with medals also at Branch, State and Aussie again.  

   

Next year I’m hoping we have a more integrated group, and I will be 

trying to build all areas, that’s if I run again as Masters Manager. Please 

let me know if you are interested in this position that I’ve had for over 

sixteen years. 

                                                                                                                             

I don’t normally talk about our boaties as this is covered by the Boat 

Manager report, but just wanted to give a shout out to our master’s 

Boat crew. These guys had an outstanding year and came so close to 

medaling at Aussies, well done boys.  

 

The off season, if there is one will see a few of use preparing for 

another Coolie Gold. Good luck guys 

Here’s to a bigger, better season next year for all and a big thankyou 

to Christine Bishop and of course Phil and Jan Harding for looking 

after the Masters again. 
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FIRST AID REPORT I HANNAH MURPHY-BRONTE SMITH  

 

This season was challenging. Unlike past years, a lot of changes were 

made to the first aid event this year due to covid restrictions which 

placed a lot of our first aid competitors out of their comfort zone. This 

includes the replacement of live patients with manikins and each 

competitor having their own area and first aid kit instead of sharing 

one with their partner.  

 

Due to COVID, school, University and TAFE commitments it was rare to 

have all competitors attend training each week, however, everyone 

really stepped up their game in studying and home practice this year 

as the results show.  

 

This season we achieved amazing results across all age groups with 

Erin and Maia placing first at Branch, second at State and an amazing 

fourth at the Aussie titles in the U17s. Our U19s team consisted of 

Bethwyn and Liam who placed first at Branch, third at State and an impressive eighth at Aussies. Hannah and I also 

competed in the Opens and managed to achieve a first at Branch, second at State and first at Aussies which was 

definitely a great way for Hannah to finish off her last season of competing.  

 

The 20/21 season was extremely successful and would not have been possible if it wasn’t for the officials, assessors, 

patients, and parents who kindly volunteered their time to allow us to compete. 

Thank you to all the first aiders for making this challenging season so incredible, we hope to see everyone back 

and can’t wait to see what next season holds! 
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CHAMPION LIFESAVER I MOLLIE MURPHY  

 

The lifesaving competition team once again had a very successful season. The 

team ranged from U14s trying the event for the first time to our veteran Masters. 

Our U17 champion patrol team saw 2 members age out and new members join 

as the team evolved from the Cockies to the Fineapples with of course matching 

swimmers. The champion lifesaver and champion patrol events test the overall 

lifesaving skills of competitors with a theory test paper, a live patient assessment, 

resuscitation, and physical events. 

 

The branch championships didn’t quite go to plan with the water events being 

cancelled but it was a great wake up call to pick up our books and get ready for 

state. All competitors came home with a medal which was a fantastic result. The 

state championships saw the team on show once again with medals and Aussie’s 

qualifications for many. The results across champion lifesaver, champion patrol and first aid competition saw 

Umina place 1st in the unofficial lifesaving point score. 

  

Aussie’s saw our team of 7 champion lifesavers qualifiers and Team Fineapples compete against the top 9 in the 

country in their age groups. The team came home with 5 medals and in the unofficial combined lifesaving 

competition point score 2nd overall.   

 

These results couldn’t have been achieved without the assessors, officials and patients who volunteered at these 

events. So, a massive thank you to Pam Edmonds, Karen Murphy, Shelley Smith, Christine Bishop, Cashar Darwin 

and Lucy Caller. 

 

A huge thank you to Shelley for all her massive efforts in training this team and build a fun culture and Bronte and 

Hannah for their support in the First Aid competition.  

Thanks for a great season and we are looking forward to growing the team in 2021/22 

 

                   Branch 

U14s-Female 

Sienna Scahill 1st 

Sienna Sinclair 3rd 

U14s -Male 

Cashar Darwin 1st 

Nicholas Kearny 3rd 

 

U17s-Female 

Bethwyn Caller 1st 

Ebony Rayner 2nd 

Maia Darwin 3rd 

U17s -Male 

Matt Kearny 1st 

Nick Apalis 2nd 

 

U19s-Female 

Kirsten Miller 1st 

U19s -Male 

Liam Drake 1st 

Opens-Female 

Mollie Murphy 1st 

 

O/30’s -Female 

Shelley Smith 1st 

 

O/40’s -Female 

Christine Bishop 1st 

 

U17’s -Champion Patrol 

Maia, Matt, Ebony and Bethwyn 

1st 

 

State 

U15- Davara1st 

U17- Bethwyn 1st 

Maia 6th 

U19- Kirsten 2nd 

Lachlan 1st 

Liam 6th 

O30s- Shelley 4th 

O40s- Kerry 1st 

Christine 3rd 

Team Fineapples- 2nd 

 

Aussies 

U15- Davara 2nd 

U17- Bethwyn 4th 

U19- Kirsten 3rd 

Lachlan 5th 

O30s- Shelley 2nd 

O40s- Kerry 1st 

Christine 3rd 

Team Fineapples- 8th 
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH I LYNDI LEGGETT-MOLLIE MURPHY  

 

Well, what a crazy year we had last year – putting a dampener on our plans for last year’s Duke adventures. Once 

restrictions were lifted our new bronze group lead by Mollie got off with a great start. 

 This year’s bronze Duke of Ed group had 15 keen 14- and 15-year-old kids excited to develop new skills, take on 

new opportunities and experience an adventure. They undertook a range of activities between them in and outside 

the club, from patrolling our beach, helping at nippers, running raffles, getting their bronze medallion, getting 

their first aid certificate, learning how to train dogs, coaching water polo, learning to water-ski, improving their 

fitness and swim training.  

 

Alongside these activities they also undertook two adventurous journeys- The first one was through Brisbane 

Water National Park and saw them challenged and pushed beyond expectations. Starting with leaving their phones 

at home, they went abseiling, hiked at night, cooked their own food, jumped off the swing bridge and went on a 

bush bashing waterfall adventure.  

 

The second trip saw them take on another waterfall adventure as they explored Kariong Brook Falls and the 

“Bathtub” Falls. They have embraced the challenges of the Duke of Ed program, continued to be good club people 

and we are looking forward to seeing it continue throughout their silver and gold awards. Big thanks to Steve 

Murphy and Stu Graf for accompanying Mollie and our Bronze kids on their adventures.  
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Our 20/21 Silver Group started their adventures in January last year with their practice trip taking our club skis out 

and paddling over to Lobster Beach and Ladders then returning to camp to get lunch in and change into hiking 

gear to hike over to Pearly Ponds and beyond. This continued over 3 of the hottest days of the year – so well-done 

team for pushing through the heat and dehydration to get this done.  

 

These intrepid adventurers were not sure if their actual adventure would be a hike or a paddle, so they combined 

both for their practice trip. Thanks to Mel Porter, Deb Scahill, Simon Darwin, Lucy Caller, Greg Smith, Jarryd 

Edmonds, Kerry Armstrong, and Tom Magurren for your help in making this happen. Then Covid locked us down 

and we regrouped in January of this year to complete their silver adventure with a 3-day paddle down the 

Hawkesbury River guided by Glenworth Valley guide “Sol”. This was again on the hottest days of the year; we were 

grateful to be on and in the water. 

 The kayak trip was incredible – learning how to be patient whilst persevere with lighting a fire using a flint was 

the greatest challenge for us all. We had a downpour of rain which added to our first night challenge of building 

a fire with wet twigs. And we did it!! 

 

 The fun continued over the whole 3-day adventure – with great navigating skills from Jaden and Matt and many 

entertaining stories shared by Sol if you happened to paddle close to him. We found a rope in a tree and several 

of the team had great fun swinging out and diving into the water. 

 On our second night we camped over the river from a rock band who (I am told as Sarah Beard replaced me for 

this part) that the rock band practiced their music well into the small hours of the next morning – and they really 

did need the practice too. Sleep deprivation - an awesome challenge to complete a Silver Adventure.  

 

Huge thanks to Simon Darwin and Sarah who helped accompany our Dukes. So many incredible memories made 

on these trips.  
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The Silver Dukes this year are Erin Scahill, Julia Rologas, Matt Kearney, Ebony Rayner, Ciara Porter, Maia Darwin, 

Bethwyn Caller and Jaden Beard. We have received confirmation of Erin Scahill completing her silver award and 

urge all the rest of our Duke kids with last items to complete – to get it done. 

 The experience is incredible so get your award for it – get the work done. Let us start your Gold Adventures now. 

In June last year - Grace Talty, Leilani Healey and our first 2 gents in the club to complete their gold awards, Liam 

and Ethan Cali all had their Gold Awards officially confirmed complete. Grace received her certificate by post due 

to Covid restrictions there was no Official Ceremony last year.  

 

This year however Leilani, Liam and Ethan got to meet Her Excellency Governor Margaret Beazley at Olympic Park 

with all the other Gold Dukes in celebration of their huge efforts. Congratulations to you all and we asked DOE if 

Grace could attend too – sadly not having already received her certificate. Thank you, parents, for all your help 

and looking forward to a new season of fun on the Duke of Ed adventures. 

 

 Lyndi & Mollie and Jenni. 
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UMINA SURF BOATS I GRANT STRINGER  

 

Umina Surfboats were represented by 3 crews for the 20/21 season 

Fielded 2 masters crews with a junior under 19 girl’s crew 

Masters’ women (itsthirstywork} crew swept by Adrian attended limited carnivals but shows promise for next 

season 

With a few changes to crew and Adrian concentrating on his sweeping in off season he will bring them to 

competitive racing next season 

The Masters Men(180’s) swept by John Young (Lepers) had an outstanding second season together as an 

established crew 

They had had great results finishing in top six at ASRL monster carnival at Mollymook a lead up to state 

Unfortunately, their State was cancelled due to big and messy seas 

They then set their attention to Australian Masters at Alexandria Headlands Sunshine coast 

Here they were fronted with Lake like conditions with races a hard slog from start to finish with blanket finishes in 

all races round robin and finals 

They qualified for the Final up against the best master’s 180’s in their division Australia wide 

Again, in final it was a blanket finish until last 25 meters, and they were in the mix for a medal until a small ankle 

size runner gave the advantage to crews above them very much a cruel finish 

These crews that medalled (Masters) are crews that have been together for years coming through juniors then 

seniors (A crews) There is no master rankings, but Umina SLSC and Lepers can be proud and say they are in the 

Top 6 of Australia 

As a crew they have started winter training and have set their sights to Scarborough Western Australia 21/22 for 

a top 3 or better finish 

We come now to the junior under 19 women(G-Zingers) their first season with 4 established rowers 

The girls all turning 16 during season, also had an outstanding season up against girls older, stronger and 

experienced and in their last season of 19” s 

They led the Streets series up until last carnival finishing equal 1st with Avoca and loosing on a count back 

The girls looking for more experience and competition travelled to the Northern beaches competing against the 

best and obtaining good results 

They entered The Young Guns of Surf Boat rowing bringing 18 of the best under19’s crews together (covid limiting 

numbers) State and Aussie wide going through the round robin semis and making the final in their first year 

They then set their sights on the ASRL Mollymook carnival due to big seas the venue was changed to a shore 

dumping venue with testing conditions here the girls missed the final by a whisker 

Like the master’s they looked forward to the Aussies on the Sunshine coast, here they were up against 19 other 

crews low on numbers due to Covid, 

Round robin racing with a cutthroat result 20 crews to 12 you could not finish worse than 3rd girls finishing 

11th making semis by 1 point 

Major semi-final in lake like conditions not even a ripple they were knocked out by the top 2 place getters of the 

Aussie final a outstanding result for a first year crew. 

After a small winter hibernation, they will start training and look towards coming season 

Rowers Rower award each rower must pick a rower from each crew the recipient of this award was unanimously 

voted by every rower with John and myself agreeing Brook Beaver to receive award 

Brook on the beach was always full of encouragement to all crews and appreciation from the girls and myself the 

text messages he sent wishing the girls well when racing Sydney, Aussies, and State Congratulations Brook first 

unanimous vote 

A big thankyou goes to Melissa Porter being our Umina representative at Streets and State races working the 

finishing line in some dreadful Artic windy freezing conditions thankyou 

Also, a big thankyou also to Jan Harding and Jane in office for entries and all those behind unthankful jobs well 

done 

Also, the support from Umina SLSC non boat rowers at State and especially Aussies who came watched and wished 

our Umina crews all the Best 
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BOARD CAPTAIN REPORT I STEVE MURPHY  

 

This year was once again busy for the board area with several new rescue boards and nipper boards filling our 

stock. Thanks to our generous club sponsors we are able to continue with the board sponsorship program that 

has allowed us to update both nipper boards and racing mals. Our stock of foamie boards are healthy but I am 

looking to update a few this year as our younger nipper numbers continue to grow. 

Repairs are an ongoing issue and thanks must go to Rob at Palm Beach Board Repairs for his timely and quality 

repairs. Thanks also to members who notify me when craft are in need of repair. 

Thank you for the year and hope to see you on the beach or in the water in the upcoming season. 
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ROOKIE REPORT I DEB SCAHILL  

 

Finally, thanks to our parents and families for all that they have contributed to the 

season with carpooling, water safety, officiating and support. 

 

I have loved being involved with this seasons fantastic Rookies!  Congratulations 

to you All! Our 2020/ 2021 Rookies have had a great season, and we as members 

of Umina SLSC should be very proud. 

 

The Rookie Program plays a large role in the development of our Youth Members 

in relation to lifesaving skills, leadership, hands-on experience and development. 

 

Rookie events are always a huge highlight for our Rookies and we had Matilda, Catherine, Nicholas Cashar, Charli, 

Victoria, Ronnie and Kai’zen participate at the Rookie Challenge, Terrigal Beach.  A special thank you goes to 

Ronnie and Kai’zen who stepped up and participated with the Toowoon Bay team!   

 

The Annual Rookie Camp was replaced with a 13-14 Development Day held at the Lakes Beach SLSC with rookies 

from all over the Central Coast Branch.  We had Hannah, Matilda, Kai’zen, Lucy, Catherine and Ronnie participate. 

 

As well as Patrolling our Rookies have been valuable members contributing and volunteering around our surf club 

throughout the season with fundraising, water safety, surf camp, registration day etc 

 

A big thank you to our Patrol Captains, Patrolling Members, Patrol Buddies, Club Executives, JAC Skye Marshall, 

Director of Lifesaving Paul Sharpe, Kai Darwin, Age Managers and members of our club who help guide and mentor 

our Rookies and continually support them in developing their lifesaving and leadership skills. Also a special thanks 

to Pam Edmonds for her SRC education and training. 
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COACHING JUNIORS I MICK MAGURREN  

 

What an amazing year we have had!!! 

 

I wanted this year to be as inclusive as possible, but our number have once again grown, we had to categorise 

athletes into cap colours or selected groups. This was very difficult and once again showed that competitive 

spirit in these kids to achieve a higher group. 

If you were there to train, I wanted to see you put in 100% each and every week and race against your mates 

and your peers. I think as a club we grew from this and formed greater bonds and competitive goals in our 

junior squad.  

 

We tailored the sessions to enable the kids to develop their skills in bigger waves but also to enjoy and not fear 

the solid wave sessions. The mighty under 9s charged every big swell at every nipper day this year and 

progressed massively. The confidence all the kids got from this set us up for a great back end of the year with 

solid swell at State titles. 

 

We had some great individual results this season at local and Newcastle permanent series events, with Sav 

Glynn, Amber Stevenson and Ronnie Jordan once again dominating with impressive racing and some athletes 

that just didn’t have luck on their side. We saw huge development from all athletes that attended to NP series.  

At State titles we picked up medals in the following events: 

Under 13 ladies beach Relay 

Under 11 ladies board Rescue 

Under 12 ladies board Relay 

We also watched a lot of our amazing athletes make State quarters, semis, and finals. All athletes raced so well in 

what can only be described as treacherous conditions. 

I am one super proud coach!!! 

 

Overall, I feel we have grown again as a club, and it was notable that Umina had arrived at each carnival with a 

happy and competitive vibe built around supporting your teammates and representing our club with pride. I 

loved that we all warmed up together at every carnival and were the envy of all other clubs with our size and 

passion. 

 

I was once again blessed with such an awesome bunch of kids and along with that a rock-solid core group of 

water safety legends that were my eyes and ears each and every week, to all these unsung heroes I can’t 

thankyou enough for your support. Thankyou also to the kid wrangling parents for having your kids arrive to 

every session on time, this assisted us a lot. 

 

To the talented Under 13’s, Goodluck in the transition to Mals and thank you for your dedication to the junior 

program. You have all been the greatest peers and role models for our younger athletes to strive to become. 

 

Finally, I thank all the Junior athletes for your dedication this season and giving me the opportunity to be your 

coach and friend. I hope to continue to strengthen the values and development of this amazing group of 

athletes for manty more years to come as this is just the beginning of something awesome. 

 

UP UP UMINA 

BRING ON THE BLACK WHITE AND BLUE 
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VALE 
John Desmond Slattery 

 

“Slatto” was a member of Umina Surf Club for 43 years 

and was awarded Life Membership in 1996. We would 

like to share with you a brief history of John “Slatto” and 

how he became involved with the surf club. 

John originally lived in Sydney and used to come to 

Umina with his father John Snr on holidays and 

weekends as a young person. John Snr would entertain a 

lot of young men who came up to the coast for 

weekends and that is where John Sharpe had met Slatto 

as a young adult man. Slatto had worked for many years 

at the drink factory in Sydney named “Shelley’s” and 

continued to work with them until Amatil took them 

over. Whilst he was working in Sydney, he would often 

catch the train up and stay with his sister Pat who had 

moved up here permanently with her husband and 

young family. John had also worked for “Speedo” on the 

north shore until the company moved further up the 

north coast. 

After being laid off by Amatil, Slatto had lots of free time on his hands and John Sharpe encouraged him to 

come along and volunteer at the surf club mainly doing cleaning or odd little maintenance jobs. Slatto’s young 

nephew Johnny Blair joined the club and so then Slatto had a more vested interest in coming along to help at all 

the carnivals, nippers’ days or whatever needed to be done. Slatto was also involved in the “Umina Blue 

Swimmers Club” and had been presented many special awards for his voluntary services to them. 

In 1996 Slatto was awarded Life membership at Umina SLSC for the many years of unpaid services he had given 

to the club. He was also awarded more than once the “Stirrers” Paddle and he accepted that with pride. Slatto 

was always downstairs with a broom or a hose in his hand and made himself known to those that did not 

respect our club house. In the old white surf club downstairs under the staircase there was a dark cupboard full 

of cleaning equipment and many a time if any nippers had been misbehaving, they were threatened to be 

locked into Slatto’s Broom closet. 

Towards the later part of his life his eyesight and hearing started to fail him and unfortunately one of his eyes 

was permanently closed and that is when the many nippers started to refer to him a “Pirate” as he wore a patch 

over that one eye and in his gravely voice say “How ya going” and "if things don’t change around here “I’m 

going up the road to OB” but we all knew that would never happen as he was a proud member of Umina. He 

would always wear his club T shirts out and about and we would often see him walking down OB Road from 

Australia Ave towards the club in club apparel or a Wide Brimmed Lifesaving hat. 

At sips, the ladies would always offer him a meal and can of coke for which he was grateful. In today’s world we 

need more people to be like him “Give more than they take and be happy with the little things in life”. 

Slatto had lived his life with his nephew Johnny Blair (his sister’s son) as Johnny had promised to look after Slatto 

after Pat’s passing. Due to Johnny having to move up to Tuncurry and Slatto’s health declining he moved into 

care at Aurum Erina. The staff there said he was a very friendly person and got on well with the other residents. 
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We will miss him, but his memories will remain part of our history. 

RIP – John “Slatto” Slattery  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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NIPPER U6-U14 

Walter Aldridge Under 6 

Hannah Aminian Under 6 

Maddison Atilla Under 6 

Maisie Bailey Under 6 

Layla Baker Under 6 

Andie Bastow Under 6 

Camden Brown Under 6 

Beau Burrell Under 6 

Evelyn Callaghan Under 6 

Mason Carpenter Under 6 

Vann Carpenter Under 6 

Liam Cavanagh Under 6 

Milan Chatys Under 6 

Piper Colley Under 6 

Liam Collingburn Under 6 

Harvey Conway Under 6 

Alexis Costa Under 6 

Grace Cox Under 6 

Patrick Creevey Under 6 

Javier Duarte Canales Under 6 

Hendrix Ettler Under 6 

Benjamin Farebrother Under 6 

Nash Fisher Under 6 

Chase Foster Under 6 

Noah Fouche Under 6 

Billie Gambrill Under 6 

Joshua Gardiner Under 6 

Harley Gee Under 6 

Matilda Gillingham Under 6 

Koa Gordon Under 6 

Isabella Gough Under 6 

Clara Harding Under 6 

Daisy Huby Under 6 

Victoria Ilgova Under 6 

Indiana Jackson Under 6 

Olivia Jacobs Under 6 

Averie Jennings Under 6 

Everly Kable Under 6 

Evie Lamond Under 6 

Django Mak Under 6 

Leon Malascrabes Under 6 

Indio Martin Under 6 

Luciana Martin Under 6 

Eli Masauvakalo Under 6 

Hugh Mccredie Under 6 

Ebony McMaster Under 6 

Tomas Muller Under 6 

Byron Newcombe Under 6 

Conrad Quartz Nguyen-White Under 6 

Jade Okane Under 6 

Jade O'Kane Under 6 

Jasmine Pagett Under 6 

Eivarna Parlett Under 6 

Mossy Pennycook Under 6 

Jake Pittman Under 6 

Khye Pollard Under 6 

Spencer Priest Under 6 

Ella Rahe Under 6 

Ryder Rapa Under 6 

Evelyn Roest-White Under 6 

Ivy Roper Under 6 

Diego Rufatt Under 6 

Erin Ryan Under 6 

Toby Peter Senko Havlicek Under 6 

Frankie Sleeman Under 6 

Max Smith Under 6 

Isobel Stringer Under 6 

Max Sutton Under 6 

Thomas Tacey Under 6 

Aurora Taing Under 6 

Chase Taylor Under 6 

Stan Thielen Under 6 

Ollie Todd Under 6 

Nash Tomlin Under 6 

Rory Townrow Under 6 

Archer Tree Under 6 

William Tree Under 6 

Zane Tree Under 6 

Madeleine Turner Under 6 

Patrick Turner Under 6 

Marissa Van Der Reyden Under 6 

Amelie Wech Under 6 

Alfons West Under 6 

Phoebe Williams Under 6 

Zoe Withford Under 6 

Amelia Woolley Under 6 

Toby Wright Under 6 

Shae Young Under 6 



 

 

Ines Ashby Under 7 

Mali Bailey-Byford Under 7 

Emma Barthel Under 7 

Summer Bennett Under 7 

Lucah Birch Under 7 

Willow Blissett Under 7 

Evelyn Blundell Under 7 

William Bonatesta Under 7 

Kohen Buggy Under 7 

Lucas Carabajal Under 7 

Hazel Chapman Under 7 

Ivy Chapman Under 7 

Ayden Clarke-Marr Under 7 

Axton Cocuzzoli Under 7 

Lily Cogswell Under 7 

Evie Combes Under 7 

Samuel Coverdale Under 7 

Sonny Cummins Under 7 

Ocea Cuthbertson Under 7 

Hudson Davis Under 7 

Georgie Dean Under 7 

Jayden Dedek Under 7 

Sophia Deeb Under 7 

Indie Dibben Under 7 

Ruby Dunn Under 7 

Alice Easey Under 7 

Harlie Eckford Under 7 

Odey Ferrier-Taha Under 7 

Zoe Finneran Under 7 

Madison Fisher Under 7 

Barrett Fitzmaurice Under 7 

Ginger Flower Under 7 

Zachary Foster Under 7 

Rory Gallagher Under 7 

Lylah Glynn Under 7 

Noah Gough Under 7 

Lily Gregg Under 7 

Ayrton Grey Under 7 

Byron Haggett Under 7 

Bailey Hankin Under 7 

Indi Herder Under 7 

Hendrix Holmes Under 7 

Mia Hope Under 7 

Nicholas Hopley Under 7 

Zidau Hussein Under 7 

Jazzy Iskandar Under 7 

Mira Johnson Under 7 

Sabine Johnson Under 7 

Charlie Jones Under 7 

Malia Keenan Under 7 

Ayden Kiefer Under 7 

Riley Kimberley Under 7 

Jay Kleve Under 7 

Lincoln Lal Under 7 

Luana Leon-Hammerli Under 7 

Marco Macdonald Under 7 

Robert Manners Under 7 

Chloe Mclennan Under 7 

Zac Milczarczyk Under 7 

Travis Morris Under 7 

Tayana Muldrock Under 7 

Benjamin Murphy Under 7 

Zoey Newman Under 7 

Arki Norman Under 7 

Remy Nowlan Under 7 

Hamish Nuttall Under 7 

Hayden Pagett Under 7 

Ira Phillips Under 7 

Logan Phillips Under 7 

Phoebe Pittman Under 7 

Denny Pitule Under 7 

Cassidy Potter Under 7 

Louis Priddis Under 7 

Ruki Raukawa Under 7 

Phoenix Renier-Clark Under 7 

Tia Rennie Under 7 

Benjamin Richardson Under 7 

Isla Roberts Under 7 

Olive Roper Under 7 

Malakai Sing Under 7 

Lawson Smith Under 7 

Evie Souter Under 7 

Bentley Stewart Under 7 

Noah Sukkarieh Under 7 

Lakey Thomas Under 7 

Braxton Turner Under 7 

Beau Wallace Under 7 

Skylar Walton-Tuck Under 7 

Jack Watson Under 7 

Gabrielle Wetti Under 7 

Joel Whitehead Under 7 

Emily Withford Under 7 
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Matias Adamec Under 8 

Scarlett Aldridge Under 8 

Leyla Baumann Under 8 

Ava Beamish Under 8 

Mila Bennett Under 8 

Jackson Bonatesta Under 8 

Matteo Brien Under 8 

Nixon Burrell Under 8 

Toby Burrell Under 8 

Lexie Eve Bush Under 8 

Sasha Commins Under 8 

Oliver Cooper Under 8 

Lacey Dawes Under 8 

Chance Dawson Under 8 

Brock De Silva Under 8 

Indy Deal Under 8 

Aiden Egan Under 8 

Ivy Fennelly Under 8 

Eli Garry Under 8 

Jasmine Gordon Under 8 

Kai Gordon Under 8 

Summer Gordon Under 8 

Josephine Hayward Under 8 

Max Heighington Under 8 

Leyla Henry Under 8 

Maeve Holt Under 8 

Pieter Hoogendam Under 8 

Abby Howell Under 8 

Danielle James Under 8 

Liam James Under 8 

Sebastian Jennings Under 8 

Heath Jenson Under 8 

Jack Jordan Under 8 

Grace Kelly Under 8 

Ilah Kelly Under 8 

Evie Lagan Under 8 

Savannah Laidlaw Under 8 

Emma Lake Under 8 

Finn Lennon Under 8 

Louis Lin Under 8 

Zephyrine MacDonnell Under 8 

Aiesha McClelland Under 8 

Flynn Mccormack Under 8 

Max Mckeon Under 8 

Kalinda Medallo Under 8 

Diesel Micallef Under 8 

Lauchlan Millar Under 8 

Asta Mossman Under 8 

Fergus Nowlan Under 8 

Lewis Papps Under 8 

Tex Pennycook Under 8 

Tate Pollard Under 8 

Madeleine Pugh Under 8 

Connor Rae Under 8 

Gabriella Sands Under 8 

Ella Stevenson Under 8 

Eva Tabone Under 8 

Jessie Taylor Under 8 

Kim Thielen Under 8 

Phoebe Todd Under 8 

Willow Tomlin Under 8 

Aaron Turner Under 8 

Cameron Turner Under 8 

Albert van Niekerk Under 8 

Leni Wallace Under 8 

David Wang Under 8 

Maddison Way Under 8 

Rosie Wright Under 8 

Emmaline Young Under 8 

Coralie Allen Under 9 

Taia Anderson Under 9 

Marija Apale Under 9 

Callan Atherton Under 9 

Isabelle Ayres Under 9 

Maximilian Barthel Under 9 

Leilani Bennett Under 9 

Luke Blacker Under 9 

Iylah Blissett Under 9 

Amelia Callaghan Under 9 

Joshua Cogswell Under 9 

Phoebe Cox Under 9 

Hamish Cuthbertson Under 9 

Fletcher Downey Under 9 

Niamh Fearnley Under 9 

Alexander Hancock Under 9 

Lachlan Hillard Under 9 

Ethan Hogan Under 9 

Leese Holmwood Under 9 

Nikkola Jones Under 9 

Piper Lawrence Under 9 
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Levi Lorentz Under 9 

Cameron Lynn Under 9 

Rocky Magurren Under 9 

Georgie Marshall Under 9 

Sadie Martin Under 9 

Saxon McLoughlin Under 9 

Jake Meduro Under 9 

Christian Pereira Under 9 

Charlie Phillips Under 9 

Scarlett Phillips Under 9 

Tallen Sinclair Under 9 

Kamilah Slats Under 9 

Maya Sposito Under 9 

Henry Tame Under 9 

Avalon Thomas Under 9 

Jamie Townrow Under 9 

Johann Wainmayer Under 9 

Lucy Watson Under 9 

Travis Whitehead Under 9 

Nylah Young Under 9 

Airlie Armstrong Under 10 

Grace Blacker Under 10 

Braxton Blissett Under 10 

Edie Bonnor Under 10 

Liliana Carpenter Under 10 

Knoa Casey Fernandez Under 10 

Olyver Clarke-Marr Under 10 

Elini Costa Under 10 

Zoe De Vivo Under 10 

Sinead Deasy Under 10 

Archimedes Dines Under 10 

Jack Dongas Under 10 

Sophie Donner Under 10 

Katherine Elsamanoudi Under 10 

Tobias Fernandez Pranzo Under 10 

Savannah Glynn Under 10 

Benjamin Gosper Under 10 

Annabel Griffith Under 10 

Chloe Hall Under 10 

Lorelei Hawkins Under 10 

Lilli Hayward Under 10 

Finn Heighington Under 10 

Penny Holmwood Under 10 

Alexander Huby Under 10 

Emma Ilgova Under 10 

Benjamin James Under 10 

Charlie Jordan Under 10 

Ben Jovanovski Under 10 

Erin Kearns Under 10 

Slater Linnert Under 10 

Elizabeth Mackison Under 10 

Pippi Magurren Under 10 

Cooper Manser Under 10 

Max Meduro Under 10 

Jaxson Micallef Under 10 

Miley Morris Under 10 

Sienna Mossman Under 10 

Reef Mueller Under 10 

Cooper Muldrock Under 10 

Ethan Murdoch Under 10 

Finnegan Neal Under 10 

Grace O'Brien Under 10 

Scarlett Reid Under 10 

Levi Sinclaire Under 10 

Halle Souter Under 10 

Finn Swancott Under 10 

Mahlie Taylor Under 10 

Margo Thielen Under 10 

Khai Thomas Under 10 

Ethan Thompson Under 10 

Cassara Tomlin Under 10 

Alyssa Wallwork Under 10 

Samuel Wetti Under 10 

Charlotte Young Under 10 

Timon Adamec Under 11 

Leeara Ahearn-Booth Under 11 

Logan Atherton Under 11 

Max Bush Under 11 

Leilani Carpenter Under 11 

India Darwin Under 11 

Safiya Gibbons Under 11 

Sophie Gordon Under 11 

Ava Grey Under 11 

Chloe Hankin Under 11 

Marli Hoyland Under 11 

Ki'lulu Leggett Under 11 

Koby Lennon Under 11 

Logan Lorentz Under 11 

Zoe Lynn Under 11 

Ashley Mckinnon Under 11 
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Jasper McLoughlin Under 11 

Savarnah Orlowski Under 11 

Milla Pryde Under 11 

Ebbony Richardson Under 11 

Kyra Savage Under 11 

Edward Douglas  Sinclair Under 11 

Jay Sposito Under 11 

Amber-Skye Stevenson Under 11 

Imogen Watson Under 11 

Mikayla Whitehead Under 11 

Kody Wrench Under 11 

Alifa Yudhiana Under 11 

Mia Zhang Under 11 

Kai Armstrong Under 12 

Kai Atilla Under 12 

Ava Ayres Under 12 

Shaylan Bennett Under 12 

Emily Blacker Under 12 

Madeline Cameron Under 12 

Ruby Fayers Under 12 

Phoebe Graf Under 12 

Ruby Graf Under 12 

James Griffith Under 12 

Julia Hall Under 12 

Isabella Hillard Under 12 

Cohen Hogan Under 12 

Jo Hood Under 12 

Peter Ilgo Under 12 

Lily James Under 12 

Tristan Jennings Under 12 

Michaela Kearns Under 12 

Evie Marshall Under 12 

Elka McGann Under 12 

Henry McGavin Under 12 

Lachlan Mckinnon Under 12 

Lachlan Muldrock Under 12 

Eliza O'Brien Under 12 

Samantha Orozco Under 12 

Kelsey Page Under 12 

Kiara Reczniarek Under 12 

Bronte Scahill Under 12 

Huon Schofield Under 12 

Kaiyan Sinclair Under 12 

Isabelle Smith Under 12 

Charlie Sposito Under 12 

Julian Tagoai Under 12 

Leah Cookman Under 13 

Charlie Crooks Under 13 

Caleb De Vivo Under 13 

Anwar El-Kurdi Under 13 

Mae Garry Under 13 

Jessica Gordon Under 13 

Sophia Grey Under 13 

Amara Hawkins Under 13 

Ronnie Jordan Under 13 

Catherine Kearney Under 13 

Matilda Lawrence Under 13 

Kai'zen Leggett Under 13 

Kobe Linnert Under 13 

Lucy Marshall Under 13 

Sofia Matus Under 13 

Edward McGavin Under 13 

Bailey Mckeon Under 13 

Lahni Moore Under 13 

Ebony Orlowski Under 13 

Afra Plummer Under 13 

Victoria Robinson Under 13 

Elizabeth Rodham Under 13 

Harry Rutherford Under 13 

Jarrah Schofield Under 13 

Sulaiman Wenham Under 13 

Hannah Yates Under 13 

Cashar Darwin Under 14 

Joshua Durrand Under 14 

Olivia Edwards Under 14 

Hannah Grieve Under 14 

Alana Griffith Under 14 

Nicholas Kearney Under 14 

Summer McKie Under 14 

Elise Pryde Under 14 

Mitchell Ryan Under 14 

Sienna Scahill Under 14 

Sienna Sinclair Under 14 

William Slater Under 14 

Hannah Stevenson Under 14 

Lenkhia Szostak Under 14 

Cj Thorley Under 14 

Toby Torrible Under 14 

Charli Wouters Under 14 

Easun Zhang Under 14 



 

 

William Bishop Open 

Andrew Boylan Open 

Kieran Braddish Open 

Alexandra Brooker Open 

Matthew Calbert Open 

Alistaire Duell-Ferguson Open 

Jarryd Edmonds Open 

James Johnson Open 

Maddison McLeod Open 

Christopher Mensforth Open 

Jessica Mensforth Open 

Alex Moore Open 

Mollie Murphy Open 

Savannah Paterson Open 

Nicole Russell Open 

Brock Saxby Open 

Oliver Shepherd Open 

Jemma Smith Open 

Mathew Warren Open 

Madeleine Whyte Open 

Dean Wilson Open 

Luka Beard Under 15 

Abbey Conroy Under 15 

Angus Cookman Under 15 

Amir El-Kurdi Under 15 

Izabelle Fayers Under 15 

Mikayley Fisher Under 15 

Macy Graf Under 15 

Ellena Grey Under 15 

Keira Ham Under 15 

William Hawkins Under 15 

Jed Hoyland Under 15 

Davara Marshall Under 15 

Zali McGann Under 15 

Jodie Miller Under 15 

Kairone Murdoch Under 15 

Liam Orlowski Under 15 

Sofia Perl Under 15 

Archie Rayner Under 15 

Cooper Schoch Under 15 

Taylah Smith Under 15 

Harper Swancott Under 15 

Ella Yates Under 15 

Nikolajs Apalis Under 17 

Matilda Halliday Under 17 

Finlay Healey Under 17 

Fletcher Moore Under 17 

Mackenzie Perry Under 17 

Bradley Plummer Under 17 

Hannah Rutherford Under 17 

Eric Backhouse Under 17 

Bethwyn Caller Under 17 

Abbey Cameron Under 17 

Maia Darwin Under 17 

Brielle Dixon Under 17 

Aiesha El-Kurdi Under 17 

Justin Harris Under 17 

Matthew Kearney Under 17 

Poppi Lever Under 17 

Jade Nemsi Under 17 

Ciara Porter Under 17 

Ebony Rayner Under 17 

Rose Rimmer Under 17 

Alexander Robinson Under 17 

Tom Rodham Under 17 

Julia Rologas Under 17 

Asher Ryan Under 17 

Erin Scahill Under 17 

Jack Sloane Under 17 

Sail Swancott Under 17 

Artie Torrible Under 17 

Charlie Torrible Under 17 

Zarli Vaughan Under 17 

Jack Wiseman-Young Under 17 

Jaden Beard Under 19 

Lachlan Braddish Under 19 

Euan Caller Under 19 

Kai Darwin Under 19 

Liam Drake Under 19 

Caitlin Fisher Under 19 

Zachariah Halliday Under 19 

Karl Harris Under 19 

Aspen Henderson Under 19 

Blake Hessel Under 19 

Ayva Marshall Under 19 

Lachlan McLeod Under 19 

Kirsten Miller Under 19 

Lily Perry Under 19 

Brock Ray Under 19 

Oliver Rimmer Under 19 

Madison Scahill Under 19 

Emma Talty Under 19 
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Grace Talty Under 19 

James Bishop Under 21 

Harry Braddish Under 21 

Elizabeth Brydon Under 21 

Jasmine Darwin Under 21 

Esme Fenwick Under 21 

Thomas Marsh Under 21 

Hannah Murphy Under 21 

Georgia Ray Under 21 

Christopher Robinson Under 21 

Bronte Smith Under 21 

Monica Agius Masters 40-44 

Mitch Allen Masters 35-39 

Simon Allen Masters 35-39 

Alison Atherton Masters 45-49 

Zeno Atherton Masters 45-49 

Amber Backhouse Masters 40-44 

Geoffrey Beale Masters 35-39 

Sarah Beard Masters 50-54 

Brook Beaver Masters 35-39 

Scott Bennett Masters 40-44 

David Benson Masters 35-39 

Christine Bishop Masters 45-49 

David Bishop Masters 55-59 

Jennifer Blacker Masters 40-44 

John Bowyer Masters 55-59 

Faye Boylan Masters 30-34 

Amanda Boylan Masters 55+ 

Richard Boylan Masters 55-59 

Catherine Braddish Masters 50-54 

Debra Braddish Masters 55+ 

Trevor Brydon Masters 45-49 

Cain Bush Masters 35-39 

Michael Caller Masters 60-64 

Michael Carpenter Masters 35-39 

Genevieve Chivers Masters 50-54 

Tanya Cookman Masters 45-49 

Adam Cox Masters 35-39 

Kitty Danger Masters 30-34 

Jennifer Darwin Masters 50-54 

Simon Darwin Masters 50-54 

Katie Davidson Masters 30-34 

Steve De Vivo Masters 50-54 

Ashlee Dean Masters 30-34 

Mitchell Dean Masters 30-34 

Viki Dickinson Masters 40-44 

Stephen Dixon Masters 55-59 

Andrew Dodd Masters 50-54 

Natasha Domosi Masters 45-49 

Pamela Edmonds Masters 55+ 

Dean Edwards Masters 40-44 

Julie Fayers Masters 35-39 

Matt Fearnley Masters 45-49 

Stephen Funnell Masters 65+ 

David Gaffney Masters 55-59 

Scott Gardiner Masters 35-39 

Trevor Gee Masters 45-49 

Carolyn Glover Masters 50-54 

Craig Glynn Masters 40-44 

Stuart Graf Masters 50-54 

Suzanne Grant Masters 50-54 

Sarah Grey Masters 40-44 

Nathan Grey Masters 45-49 

Amanda Griffith Masters 45-49 

Simon Griffith Masters 45-49 

Leanne Hall Masters 40-44 

Christopher Halliday Masters 50-54 

Siobhan Hallinan-Clarkson Masters 55+ 

Noha Hany Masters 30-34 

Wayne Harris Masters 55-59 

Scott Henderson Masters 50-54 

Vanessa Henderson Masters 50-54 

Richard Henricus Masters 60-64 

Alicia Herder Masters 40-44 

Steven Hopley Masters 45-49 

Peta Howlett Masters 40-44 

Allison Hoyland Masters 45-49 

Shane Hoyland Masters 45-49 

Peter Ilgo Masters 40-44 

Richelle Ingram Masters 50-54 

James Irwin Masters 35-39 

Lisa Jack Masters 50-54 

Meena James Masters 45-49 

Steven James Masters 50-54 

Emma Jordan Masters 40-44 

Michael Jordan Masters 40-44 

Diona Kearney Masters 45-49 
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Ben Kearney Masters 50-54 

Matthew Kelly Masters 35-39 

Jacqui Knight Masters 50-54 

Richard Knight Masters 50-54 

Anthony Lagan Masters 40-44 

David Lake Masters 30-34 

Alexander Lamond Masters 35-39 

Ian Lawrence Masters 45-49 

Lyndi Leggett Masters 50-54 

Timothy Leggett Masters 50-54 

Ingrid Lehmann Masters 50-54 

Jessie Linnert Masters 40-44 

Fiona Lloyd Masters 55+ 

Scott Mackison Masters 40-44 

Amy Magurren Masters 35-39 

Michael Magurren Masters 35-39 

Greg Marsh Masters 40-44 

Skye Marshall Masters 35-39 

Harold Marshall Masters 40-44 

Layne Martin Masters 40-44 

Shelley Martinovic Masters 40-44 

Adam Mckay Masters 45-49 

Robert McLeod Masters 45-49 

John McLuckie Masters 60-64 

Deborah Mensforth Masters 55+ 

Scott Micallef Masters 40-44 

Katherine Miller Masters 45-49 

Scott Miller Masters 50-54 

Paul Mills Masters 45-49 

Tim Moore Masters 45-49 

Bradley Morris Masters 35-39 

Reuben Muldrock Masters 40-44 

Kevin Mullins Masters 60-64 

Craig Mumford Masters 55-59 

Karen Murphy Masters 50-54 

Steven Murphy Masters 50-54 

Claudine Neal Masters 40-44 

Warrick Nuttall Masters 45-49 

Brenda Orlowski Masters 40-44 

Clarke Orlowski Masters 50-54 

Lee Papps Masters 45-49 

Robert Paterson Masters 50-54 

Susanne Perry Masters 45-49 

Steven Plummer Masters 50-54 

Melissa Porter Masters 50-54 

Rosy Pragono Masters 35-39 

Keira Pride Masters 30-34 

Doyle Pryde Masters 35-39 

Kylie Rayner Masters 40-44 

Paul Rich Masters 50-54 

Nicholas Richardson Masters 35-39 

Jane Ritson Masters 40-44 

Gavin Robinson Masters 45-49 

Andrew Rodham Masters 45-49 

Jennifer Rodham Masters 45-49 

John Rutherford Masters 45-49 

Paul Ryan Masters 45-49 

Joshua Savage Masters 35-39 

Stephen Scahill Masters 45-49 

Deborah Scahill Masters 50-54 

Megan Sharpe Masters 45-49 

Nick Shepherd Masters 55-59 

Peter Sinclair Masters 45-49 

Kylie Sinclaire Masters 35-39 

In Sook Slater Masters 45-49 

Darren Sloane Masters 55-59 

Allison Smith Masters 30-34 

Gregory Smith Masters 35-39 

Nicole Smith Masters 35-39 

Shelley Smith Masters 35-39 

Ben Smith Masters 40-44 

Lisa Smith Masters 40-44 

Martin Smith Masters 45-49 

Brooke Souter Masters 35-39 

Nathan Souter Masters 35-39 

Stephen South Masters 50-54 

Brendan Stevenson Masters 40-44 

Julia Stevenson Masters 40-44 

Trevor Stewart Masters 50-54 

Adrian Stimson Masters 45-49 

Marianne Stimson Masters 45-49 

Lauren Summerhayes Masters 40-44 

Vicki-Lynn Swain Masters 55+ 

Rick Swancott Masters 45-49 

Janine Szostak Masters 45-49 

Catherine Talty Masters 55+ 

Peter Talty Masters 60-64 

Michael Tame Masters 50-54 

Dean Tetley Masters 55-59 

Mieke Thielen Masters 40-44 
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Steven Thomas Masters 50-54 

John Thompson Masters 40-44 

Nigel Thorne Masters 40-44 

Peter Todd Masters 65+ 

Andrew Trickett Masters 45-49 

Jason Tucker Masters 45-49 

Greg Turner Masters 35-39 

Richard Vaughan Masters 45-49 

Dave Wallwork Masters 45-49 

Alison Ward Masters 45-49 

Kim Watt Masters 40-44 

Duncan Way Masters 45-49 

Katrina West Masters 35-39 

Weronika Wetti Masters 35-39 

Pere Wetti Masters 50-54 

Dwayne Whitehead Masters 35-39 

Steve Whitehead Masters 45-49 

Michelle Whyte Masters 55+ 

Brett Whyte Masters 55-59 

Sarah Williams Masters 55+ 

Lucy Williams-Caller Masters 55+ 

Gary Wilson Masters 55-59 

Joanne Wiseman Masters 50-54 

Nicolien Yates Masters 45-49 

Donna Yip Masters 45-49 

Mark Young Masters 40-44 

Yuzhou Zhang Masters 40-44 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Richard Black Associate 

Larissa Butler Associate 

Kelly Carpenter Associate 

Kelly Hogan Associate 

Raymond Ide Associate 

Brian Lougher Associate 

Nicole McLeod Associate 

Bridey Medcalf Associate 

Ian Ritchie Associate 

Rachel Scott Associate 

Ross Southernwood Associate 

Jon Treble Associate 

Claire West Associate 

 

Dusan Adamec General 

Alexis Agah General 

Tayla Ahearn General 

Walter Aldridge General 

Melissa Allgood General 

Sima Aminian General 

Karl Anderson General 

Jekaterina Apale General 

Tim Armstrong General 

Julia Atilla General 

Jeff Ayres General 

Danielle Bailey General 

James Bailey General 

Geoffrey Baker General 

Marion Barriere General 

Tobias Barthel General 

Jadie Bastow General 

Martin Baumann General 

Erica Berchtold General 

Christina Birch General 

Susan Blackburn General 

Adam Blissett General 

Grainne Blundell General 

Catherine Bonatesta General 

Susannah Bonnor General 

Jenny Brien General 

Katrina Brown General 

Julia Buckle General 

Luke Callaghan General 

Sally Cameron General 
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Shane Cameron General 

Ivonne Canales General 

Anna Carl General 

Kelan Casey General 

Rosina Cavanagh General 

Peter Chapman General 

Timothy Chapman General 

Filip Chatys General 

Joanna Clarke General 

Nicholas Cocuzzoli General 

Graham Cogswell General 

Steve Colley General 

Melissa Collingburn General 

Neville Combes General 

Melissa Commins General 

Sally Conway General 

Luciano Costa General 

Skye Coulson General 

Benjamin Coverdale General 

Sian Cox General 

David Creevey General 

Mariko Crooks General 

Tony Cunningham General 

Stacey Cuthbertson General 

Phil Davies General 

Brooke Davis General 

Michelle Day General 

Sacha De Silva General 

Gulnara Deal General 

Tracey Deasy General 

Zuzana Dedek General 

Rachel Deeb General 

Nadia Di Qual General 

Jaiman Dibben General 

Stuart Dines General 

Kylie Donner General 

Leah Downey General 

Sofia Drozdova General 

Colin Dunn General 

Aimee Durrand General 

Liennara Dzhakhanhirova General 

Holly Easey General 

Casey Eckford General 

Julie Egan General 

Charlotte Eldridge General 

Antony Ettler General 

Roslyn Farebrother General 

Melissa Fennelly General 

Hernan Fernandez General 

Angela Ferrier General 

Tanya Finneran General 

Jodene Fisher General 

Kay Fisher General 

Shane Fitzmaurice General 

Jillian Foster General 

Mark Fouche General 

Lisa Funnell General 

Ricky Gallagher General 

Philippa Gambrill General 

Declan Garry General 

Brooke Gee General 

Anna Gero General 

Laura Gillingham General 

Jade Goodwin General 

Alexandra Gordon General 

Daniel Gordon General 

James Gordon General 

Jeremy Gordon General 

Matt Gosper General 

Shane Gough General 

Steve Gregg General 

Paul Grieve General 

Paul Haggett General 

Olesya Hancock General 

Nicole Hankin General 

Melissa Harding General 

Kim Hathaway General 

Marianne Hawkins General 

Laura Hayward General 

Chelsea Hefford General 

Thomas Heighington General 

Paul Henry General 

Adam Hillard General 

James hogan General 

Kelly Hogan General 

Nathaniel Holmes General 

Lindsay Holmwood General 

Tori Holt General 

Jason Hood General 

Siobhan Hope General 
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Toni Houston General 

Brad Howell General 

Jane Hughey General 

Jo Iskandar General 

Carolyn Jacobs General 

Connor James General 

Daniel Jennings General 

Elisa Jenson General 

Helena Jones General 

Penny Jope General 

Tracey Jovanovski General 

Amy Kable General 

Christine Kaye General 

Rachel Keenan General 

Clara Kelleher General 

Shannon Kelly General 

Victoria Kelmanson General 

Alexander Kiefer General 

Amy Kimberley General 

Summer Knight General 

Katarina Kruger General 

Gennady Kucherenko General 

Warren Lal General 

Kylie Lawrence General 

Nicky Lennon General 

Yoissy Leon General 

Chengtan Lin General 

Adele Lorentz General 

Shaun Lorentz General 

Silke Lynn General 

Kirk MacDonnell General 

Travis Mak General 

Ampika Malascrabes General 

Warren Manners General 

Sarah Marney General 

Alex Marshall General 

Corinne Marshall General 

Samara Masauvakalo General 

Arturo Matus-Cantillano General 

Veronica McCarthy General 

Tony Mccormack General 

Dane Mccredie General 

Deanne McGann General 

Kylie McGavin General 

Tara Mckeon General 

Bronny Mckinnon General 

Charlie Mclennan General 

Mike McLoughlin General 

Ron Meduro General 

Zoey Milczarczyk General 

Lisa Millar General 

Hannah Miller General 

Sandra Moe General 

Natalie Mossman General 

Colleen Murdoch General 

Heather Murphy General 

Miranda Newcombe General 

Alison Newman General 

Yasmin Newman General 

Trang Nguyen General 

Hannah Nisbett General 

Sarah Norman General 

Luciana Nowlan General 

Lynette O'Brien General 

Lara O'Kane General 

Shannon Olley General 

Hank Orozco General 

Melanie Osborne General 

Lisa Page General 

Adam Pagett General 

Josephine Pancia General 

Rebecca Parlett General 

Celia Pennycook General 

Jodie Peterson General 

Billy-Joe Phillips General 

Erin Phillips General 

Chris Pittman General 

Daniel Pitule General 

Katarina Pitulova General 

Mandy Pollard General 

Bree Priddis General 

Brianne Priest General 

Amy Pugh General 

Clint Rahe General 

Alicia Rapa General 

Claire Reczniarek General 

Laura Reid General 

Liesel Reid General 

Tuesday Rennie General 

Ty Reynolds General 
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Jennifer Richardson General 

Joanna Roberts General 

Donna Roest-White General 

Gianina Romero General 

Shanna Roper General 

Melanie Roseman General 

Emma Rufatt General 

Jacinta Rush General 

Jodi Russell General 

Shane Ryan General 

Tanya Ryder General 

Ling Sands General 

Darren Schofield General 

Paul Schofield General 

Ashleigh Scott General 

Dasha Senko General 

Donna Sinclair General 

Sopiati Sinclair General 

Matthew Sing General 

Rene Slats General 

Karly Sleeman General 

Claudia Sposito General 

Angus Stewart General 

Nancy Stosic General 

Evan Stringer General 

Melinda Sukkarieh General 

Daniel Summers General 

Peter Sutton General 

Amanda Tabone General 

Chung Taing General 

Colin Taylor General 

Jodie Thomas General 

Tina Thorley General 

Merinda Tomlin General 

Nicolas Townrow General 

Aaron Tree General 

Camila Tree General 

Zaga Turner General 

Catherine Van Der Reyden General 

Nico van Niekerk General 

Christian Wainmayer General 

Cheng Wang General 

Zhou Wang General 

Anna Wech General 

Jennifer Williams General 

Danielle Withford General 

Nicola Woolley General 

Fiona Wright General 

Anthony Yates General 

Heidi Young General 

Angela Zlatar General 
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Thanks for another amazing season at Umina SLSC 
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